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EDITORIAL

WHERE WE LEAD

WE ARGUED AT LENGTH
in   our   last   editorial   the
need   for   the   Progressive

community to foster links of mutual
respect  with  the  new  Chief  Rabbi
and the  United Synagogue.  Anglo-
Jewry is too small to afford unedify-
ing in-fighting  and unnecessary du-
plication   of   effort.   We   have   an
important part to play in the wider
Anglo-Jewish   scene   and   wish   to
play   that   part   in   a   constructive
atmosphere.  Peace within the com-
munity is of great importance.

That    proposition    has    nothing
whatsoever  to  do  with  a  desire  to
ingratiate   or   appear   respectable.
Still  less  does  it  stem  from  a  posit-
ion  of weakness  or from  a  lack  of
faith in Progressive Judaism.

A4cz##cz  believes  that  Progressive
Judaism  is  of incalculable  value  to
Anglo-Jewry.  There  are  still  huge
numbers of British Jews  for whom
Progressive Judaism could offer re-
ligious  renewal,   fresh  insight  into
the wealth of our traditions and,  in
some   cases,   a   resolution   to   real
problems.

There  is  no  more  significant  or
important  example  than  the  posit-
ion of women.  Part of the genius of
Judaism   has   been   its   continuing
ability to select and absorb the best
from  outside  cultures.   Progressive
Judaism  represents Judaism  active-
ly engaged in dialogue with Enlight-
enment    and    post-Enlightenment
thought.  It  is  clear  that  the  radical
change  in  our  attitude  to  women
which  Progressive  Judaism  has  put
into  practice  stems  to  a  significant
extent  from  ideas  outside  Judaism
but  that  makes  the  change  no  less
right or important.

That  the  voice  of women  is  now
heard in complete equality with the
voice  of  men  in  almost  all  of  our
synagogues represents the only pos-
sible  response  of a  tradition  which

believes in the equality of all human
beings  and  in  justice.  That  women
should  be  called  to  the  Torah  and
counted   in   a   mz.#ycz#,   elected   to
positions of authority and ordained
as rabbis is a major contribution to
the  development  of Judaism.  That
there is still much more to be done
in   altering   deeply   ingrained   atti-
tudes and values should not obscure
the realities which already exist.

Progressive    Judaism    has    also
come  to  the  aid  of  a  number  of
groups   with   problems,   problems
with  which  .tradition  has  wrestled
but   has   hitherto   been   unable   to
resolve.  The  stigma  and  disadvant-
age   which   were   attached   to   the
mcz77tzcr,  the  child of an  adulterous
or    incestuous    relationship,    have
been removed.  The woman unable
elsewhere  to  obtain  a  religious  di-
vorce  document,  even  though  her
marriage has been ended in the civil
courts,  has  been  granted  a  docu-
ment  and  permitted  to  remarry  in
synagogue.

Whilst clinging as strongly as any
past  generation  to  the  sanctity  of
marriage   and   Jewish   family   life,
Progressive  Judaism  has  nonethe-
less   found  ways   to   reach   out   to
those   with    non-Jewish    partners,
seeking  to  count  in  to  the  Jewish
community   all   who   wish   to   be
counted  in.  Nobody  who  sincerely
wishes  to  remain  within  the  com-
munity  or  be  included  in  the  com-
munity should be excluded.

This  may,  for  most  Jews,  be  a
familiar    litany   -   but    familiarity
should  not  breed  contempt.  These
are   major   issues   and   Progressive
Judaism  has  led  the  way  in  their
resolution.  What  underlies  the  sol-
ution  of each problem  is  a burning
sense   of   justice   and   a   deep-felt
instinct   for   compassion   -   values
which  are,  of  course,  at  the  very
heart of the Jewish concept of God

and the image of God by which the
Jews  should seek to  live.

But   Progressive   Judaism   is   far
from   being   simply   a   strategy   for
removing disadvantage and helping
people  with  problems.  It  is,  above
all,   a   Judaism   responsive   to   the
ideas and spiritual needs of contem-
porary  human  beings  and  society.
Less   than   two   years   ago   A4¢##¢
attempted to  articulate  a statement
of theology which was both positive
and open, faithful and questioning.
Our institutions  attempt  to address
a   whole   range   of   contemporary
issues and respond positively to the
consequences      of      rapid      social
change.

Ours  is  a  growing  movement  -
growing in numbers of synagogues,
in    central     institutions,     in     self-
confidence   and  stature.   We  have
many shortcomings, any number of
unresolved  matters  and,  above  all,
much   to   do.   But   nobody   should
doubt  for  a  moment  the  clarity  of
our vision. There are huge numbers
of   British    Jews    for   whom    our
theological    understanding    repre-
sents the best route to faith.  There
are vast numbers of Jews for whom
our emphasis on responsible autoh-
omy is the optimum path to a richer
and    more    meaningful    level    of
observance.   And   there   are   very
many whose Jewish identity or lack
of  it  need  not  be  a  problem  but
could   become   a  joy   if  only  they
were to seek our help and advice.

Let it be understood that we seek
cordial relations with the new Chief
Rabbi  and closer co-operation with
all  sections  of  the  Orthodox  com-
munity solely out of a sense of love
and responsibility for the entire Jew-
ish  community  and  from  an  aware-
ness   of  how   deeply   Anglo-Jewry
needs   mutual   respect   and   peace
rather than rancour and strife.
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BUT
WAS MARGARET THATCHER GOOD

FOR THH JEWS?
Geoffrey Alderman

T:r;u:sT¥s:?:a:c:hne:,F::ok?i::
departure of her friend and spiritual
mentor, Lord Jakobovits, from the
Chief   Rabbinate    of   the    United
Synagogue,   marks  the  end  of  an
era.   Not   since   the  time   of  King
Edward  VII,  who  took  a  positive
and  public  delight  in  surrounding
himself  with   rich   Jews   and   who
boasted   of   his   close   relationship
with Chief Rabbi Hermann Adl.er -
`my Chief Rabbi' - upon whom he
bestowed   the   first  public   honour
ever given to a British Chief Rabbi,
the CVO, in the personal gift of the
sovereign,  not  since  the  very  early
years of this century has the relation-
ship between  the  ruling  classes  and
British   Jewry   appeared   to   be   so
close and so warm.

The analogy can be pressed even
further.    The    number   of   Jewish
members  of the  Cabinet  reached  a
record  under  Mrs.  Thatcher's  ten-
ure of office  as Prime  Minister.  At
one  time  no  less  than  five  Jews,
Leon  Brittan,  Keith  Joseph,  Nigel
Lawson,     Malcolm    Rifkind    and
David Young  served  simultaneous-
ly in her Cabinet.  The first profess-
ing Jew to be admitted to member-
ship of a British Cabinet was Herbert
Samuel, who became Chancellor of
the   Duchy   of  Lancaster  in   1909,
when  Edward  VII  was  still  on  the
throne.

The   comparison   ends   at   that
point.  The  fact  that  there  was  an
identifiable  coterie  of  `Court  Jews'
who  swarmed  around  Edward  VII
had  no  perceptible  influence  upon
government policy. The Aliens Act,
designed   to    keep   poor   eastern-
European Jews out of Britain,  was
still  passed  in   1905.   A  diplomatic
`entente'  was  still  negotiated  with

Tsarist  Russia in  1907.  The Liberal
government  which  swept  to  power
in  1906  made  strenuous  efforts  to

repeal the  Education Acts  of 1902-
3,   which,   quite   fortuitously,   had
benefited Jewish schools. Yes, Jews
-  some  Jews  -  were  close  to  the
seats of power but personal friend-
ships did not affect public policy.

Under   Mrs.   Thatcher's   leader-
ship of the  Conservative Party,  the
appearance has been very different.
Not  only  were  Jews  promoted  to
Cabinet    and    other    government
positions.  Behind  the  scenes,  Jews
played   a   very   important   role   in
shaping  government  policy -  I  am
thinking, for example, of Sir Alfred
Sherman   and   Sir   Basil   Feldman.
There is a sense in which `Thatcher-
ism' has been promoted, for exam-
ple, by Peregrine W`orsthorne in the
Sunday  Telegraph,  10  ]aLn.  1988  as
the  practical  application  of  Jewish
principles  and  especially  of  thrift,
self-help, private charity and `entre-
preneurship'.  Mrs.  Thatcher  made
no secret of her admiration for the
way in which Jews  have  integrated
themselves  into  British  society  and
she  discovered  in  Immanuel  Jako-
bovits   a   Jewish   cleric   willing   to
underwrite   these   beliefs    and   to
underwrite them publicly  at  a  time
when she faced unprecedented crit-
icism from the Established Church.
That, surely, is why she put him into
the House of Lords. And notice that
it  was  him  she  ennobled,  not  the
office   he   held.   He   is   no   longer
`Chief Rabbi' . But he remains still a

member of the Upper House, from
which  position  he  can  continue  to
defend the values she and he hold in
common.

In  return,  Mrs.  Thatcher upheld
and  bolstered  his  authority and  his
status.   During  the  great  sfeccfez.fczfe
controversy,   1987-90,   when  Jako-
bovits  faced  unprecedented  inter-
national   rabbinical   criticism   over
the   agreement  he  had  negotiated
with  Mrs.  Thatcher's  government,
civil   servants   made   it   abundantly

clear to the dissidents that the Prime
Minister would never abandon him
and  that  any  re-negotiation  would
have   to   save   his   face,   as   it   did.
Neither  she  nor  successive  Minis-
ters  of  Agriculture  ever  agreed  to
meet independent J`¢bbo#z.in, whom
I was told she described privately as
`fanatics'.  If you are what is termed
`United-Synagogue  Orthodox'  you

may   be   highly   satisifed   with   this
outcome.   But  if  you  are  not  and
especially if you value the existence
of  wide  access  doors  to  the  corri-
dors   of  power  in  Whitehall,   you
might find this situation just a little
frightening - as I did.

Indeed, a position was reached in
which it became difficult to criticise
Mrs.   Thatcher's  policies  in  public
without incurring official opprobrium
from   the   Anglo.-Jewish   establish-
ment.  Some years  ago, when still  a
very  junior  member  of the  Senate
of   the   University   of   London,   I
proposed    a    motion    condemning
Conservative policy towards higher
education.  The  motion  was  passed
and my speech was reported in the
Times   Higher   Educati.on   Supple-
mc#f .  I was rung up at once by one
of  the  lay  leaders  of  British  J'ewry
and told that it was not considered
seemly   for   `a   prominent   British
Jew'  to  speak  critically  about  the
Prime  Minister.  I  have  heard  simi-
lar stories from other Jewish critics
of Thatcherism and I believe them.
I  ought perhaps  to  have  been  flat-
tered.  In fact I was appalled.

I later discovered that complaints
about  my  speech  had  reached  the
Board  of Deputies  from  a  number
of Finchley Zionists. Finchley is the
only   constituency   Mrs.   Thatcher
ever   represented   at   Westminster
and though, as Hugo Young stress-
es  in  his  biography  of her,  O#c  o/
Us,  1989, her relationship with Fin-
chley  tells  us  something  about  her
relationship  with  Jews  and  things
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Jewish,  the  full story of both  relat-
ionships  has  still  to  be  told.  Hugo
Young  has  not  told  it,  though  the
bare  bones  of  the  tale  have  been
sketched out in  a  brilliant  essay by
R.W.  Johnson  in  the  Lo#do7t  Rc-
vz.cw o/ Books,  20 April  1989.

Mrs.  Thatcher  entered  upon  her
inheritance  of  the  Finchley  seat  in
1959.  The  previous  two  years  had
seen    relations    between    Finchley
Conservatism   and  Finchley  Jewry
reach  an  all-time  low,  as  stories  of
the   complicity  of  local   Conserva-
tives  in  the  enforcement  of Jewish
exclusion  clauses  in  local golf clubs
reached the public ear.  In  1963  the
Conservatives  lost  control  of  Fin-
chley  Borough  Council  to  the  Lib-
erals and there was little doubt that
a Jewish backlash had played a part
in this outcome.  It is as well to recall
that  only  in  the  1980s  has  Finchley
become   a   safe   Conservative   seat
and  that  certainly  throughout  the
1950s     many     local     Conservative
associations   were   reputed   to   be
unwelcoming,  to  put  it  diplomatic-
ally, towards persons of the Hebrew
persuasion.     At    Finchley,     Mrs.
Thatcher  knew  where  her  political
bread  was  buttered.  She  met  and
made friends with the Jews and lent
her support to all manner of Jewish
causes,   as   any   good   constituency
MP would have done. In 1962 a new
Tory  agent  was  hired  and  by  1964
the  proportion  of Jews  in  Finchley
persuaded to vote Conservative had
increased by half.

Since   then,   as   we   know,   the
attitude  of  the  Conservative  Party
towards   the   Jews   and   of  British
Jewry    towards   the    Conservative
Party and Conservatism, has under-
gone  a  revolution.  In  1987  no  less
than  60  per  cent  of  my  sample  of
Finchley   Jewish   voters   stated   an
intention   to   vote   Tory.    In   the
House of Commons elected in 1987,
Jewish  Conservatives outnumbered
Jewish   Labourites   by   more   than
two  to  one.  To  some  extent  and  I
base  myself here  on  anecdotal  evi-
dence,    Conservative   associations,
which   might   have   thought   twice
about electing Jews to office and of
adopting  Jews  as  candidates,  have
taken their cue from Mrs. Thatcher.
Partly  as   a  result,   the   1980s,   the
Thatcher years,  saw the number of
Jewish Conservative MPs reach rec-
ord  levels.  Conservative  MPs  have
even  visited  Israel  in  order  to  per-
suade British o/I.in with dual nation-
ality to  register as voters  domiciled
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abroad,  as they are now entitled to
do, in the hope, of course, that they
will cast their ballots in the Conser-
vative interest.

And   why   shouldn't   they?   Mrs.
Thatcher   was   not   always   Israel's
friend.  In  October  1973,  as a Cabi-
net   minister,    she   supported   the
Heath   government's   embargo   on
arms shipments to Israel.  As Prime
Minister she never lifted it.  But she
did end the complicity of the British
Foreign Office in the Arab Boycott,
she   did   visit   Israel   and   she   did,
publicly, distance herself from some
of the  more  hostile  statements  ab-
out   Israel   made   by  some   of  her
ministers.  She  has  been  outspoken
in  support  of  Soviet  Jewry  and  of
the  right  of  Soviet  Jews  to  go  on
cz/I.yofe if that is what they wish.  Her
instinctive   and   well-founded   sus-
picion of the professional diplomats
in the Britsh Foreign Office,  added
to  her  distrust  of  the  Eurocrats  in
Brussels,   has   served   Israel   well.
Had   Edward   Heath   been   Prime
Minister   at   the   time   of   Israel's
invasion   of   the   Lebanon,   British
policy   towards   Israel   might   have
assumed a far uglier aspect.

At   home,   the   drive   for   home
ownership, the support -not always
in cash terms - for denominational
schools,  the  encouragement  of pri-
vate  charity,  the  celebration  of the
small  business,  the  abolition  of the
Greater   London   Council,   which
under left-wing Labour control pur-
sued   an   avowedly   anti-Israel   for-
eign  policy,  even  -  let's  be  frank
about  it  -  the  ever-tighter  restrict-
ions on black immigration,  have all
dovetailed   very   neatly   with   the
preoccupations  of  a  British  Jewry
which   is   now   thoroughly   middle-
class.  In  spite  of  the  recommend-
ations of the Farm Animal Welfare
Council,    sfeccfez.fczfe    has    not   been

prohibited.    And   in   spite   of   the
House of Lords, the legislation per-
mitting  the  prosecution  of  alleged
Nazi  war  criminals  living  in  Britain
has  reached  the  statute  book.  For
all these things,  Mrs.  Thatcher was
directly or indirectly responsible.

I  make  these  statements  in  spite
of the fact that I am not one of Mrs.
Thatcher's greatest fans. My attitude
towards   her   mirrors   my   attitude
towards Milton's poetry. I admire it
but  I  do  not like  it.  Mrs.  Thatcher
has  bestowed  many  blessings  upon
British Jewry but  at  a price.  In  the
public mind,  I have detected a very
unhealthy  identification  of Thatch-

erism,  whatever  that  might  mean,
with  Jewish  values.   We  need  not
bother  here  to  define  Thatcherism
as   political   theorists   might   insist
upon  doing.  Popularly,  it  is  associ-
ated with tight control of the money
supply,   a   willingness   to   tolerate
very  high  levels  of  unemployment
in  the  interests  of  conquering  in-
flation and weakening the power of
organised labour,  a bias against the
National Health  Service,  an  almost
Victorian     attitude     towards     the
poor,  a  highly  competitive  society
in which the winners take home big
prizes whilst the plight of the losers
is deemed, in some respects, not to
be  a  matter  with  which  the  state
need concern itself.

Of course I am over-simplifying a
complex   set   of   relationships   be-
tween political intentions and policy
outcomes.  Mrs.  Thatcher  and  her
principal  tutor in  economics,  Keith
Joseph  and  her  Jewish  colleagues
and supporters within  the  Cabinet,
within  her  government  and  within
the      Anglo-Jewish      ecclesiastical
hierarchy,   deliberately   set   out   to
abolish    `one-nation'    Toryism,    as
formulated   by   Benjamin   Disraeli
and  to  replace  it  -  and  to  offer
religious  justification  and  comfort
for its replacement - with  a rather
brutal   market   economy   that   has
benefited some and damned others.

I do not need to be told that non-
Jews have also been responsible for
these policies  and I  do  not need to
be told that the salience of Jews in
the   formulation    and    implement-
ation  of  Thatcherite  policies  prob-
ably   bears   little   quantitative   re-
lationship   to  the   part   her  Jewish
colleagues,  advisers  and supporters
might  actually have played.  In pol-
itics,    image    and    perception    are
often  more  important  than  reality
and  objectivity.  And  in  the  public
mind,    Mrs.    Thatcher,    the   most
Judeophile   Prime   Minister   since
David Lloyd George, pursued `Jew-
ish'  policies.   What  is  more,  there
has  been  very  little  effort  on  the
part   of   our   ecclesiastical   or   lay
leaderships  to  counteract  that  per-
ception  or  to  contradict  that  view.
Some  Jews  will  see  in  that  percep-
tion  and,  in  that  view,  a  cause  for
pride. I see in them a cause only for
regret and for apprehension.

Geoffrey A:lder"n is Professor of Politics &
Contemporary  History,   Royal  Holloway   &
Bedford New College.  His many publications
I.„c./wcZc  London  Jewry  and  London  Politics,
1889-1986.



A TALE OF TWO

RE[UGH=ES
Pearl E.  Manne & Paul

I.      POPPA

A:e=:g:r:r:saFp:r?::alit:I?e:::
immigrants  who  could  prove  that
they  had  been  in  the  USA  since
1982 were  eligible  for amnesty  and
a Green Card.

How   wonderful   America   is!   I
thought  back  to  more  than  half-a-
century   ago.   I   thought   about  777y
illegal immigrant -my Poppa.  Pop-
pa wanted to be a citizen more than
anything else in the world!

He  was  born  in  a  small  town  in
Eastern  Europe.  His  father  was  a
carpenter  and  had  a  little  shop  in
the centre of the village. His mother
took care of the cows  and chickens
at the back of the house.

Poppa   was   the   oldest   of   four
children. There was a sister and two
brothers.  His  sister and her friend,
Bayla,  played  together  with  their
rag  dolls  and  Poppa  used  to  tease
them  a  lot.  During  an  epidemic  of
typhus, the younger brother died at
a very early age.

They   lived   a   fragile   existence.
Very often they were harrassed  by
the  Cossacks  who  came  riding  into
town on their big wild horses while
the  villagers   ran  to   hide  in   their
homes   and  prayed  that  the   Cos-
sacks were just passing through and
would  not  find  any  reason  to  stop
and   `play   their   games'   with   the
Jews.

Poppa's parents died. Because he

was   being   hounded   to   join   the
Czar's  Army,  he  decided  to  leave
the   country.   His   sister   had   left
earlier,  helped  by  cousins  in  Am-
erica  and  was  now   married  to   a
successful  businessman  whom  she
had met on the ship. Poppa and his
brother could not get permission to
enter the United States through the
quota    system    so    they    went    to
Argentina.

After seven years Poppa decided
to   make   his   way   to   the   United
States.  He  became  an  `illegal  im-
migrant'   and  somehow   landed   in
New  York  City.  The  fact  that  he
was an illegal immigrant kept him in
constant   fear   of   deportation   for
almost fifty years.

He  took  a  job  as  an  apprentice
house painter and was able to earn
a livelihood but he always kept out
of  the  way  of  the  law  and  never
signed   his   name   to   any   official
documents.

His  sister  introduced  him  to  her
old   childhood   chum   Bayla,   who
also  lived  in  New  York.  I  guess  it
was  only  her  charm,  her  cooking
and persistence that made him put
his name to the marriage certificate.

Momma and Poppa settled down
in  a three-room  cold  water flat  on
the Lower East Side. The toilet was
in the hall and shared with the other
tenants on the floor and the bathtub
was in the kitchen. I remember that
my father worked very hard, was a
very warm and loving parent, made .
wine in a wooden keg and wheeled
my  brother  and  me  in  a  carriage

down to Hester Park.
It was at this time that most of my

parents'  friends  were  talking about
becoming   citizens.   It   was   a   very
involved     procedure,     they     said.
First, an application had to be filled
out. If all went well, they presented
you  with  your  `first  papers'.  Then,
there  was  a  delay  of five  years  for
investigative   purposes.   You   then
filed an application for your `second
papers'   and   after   that   came   the
interview  and  the  swearing-in  pro-
cess .

Momma  put  pressure  on  Poppa
to apply for naturalisation. He hesi-
tated   and   she   knew   the   reason.
However,  one  day  he  came  home
and  announced  that  he  had  finally
filed      the      application.      Several
months  later came the  official,con-
firmation  of  what  they  called  the
`first papers'.  Good!  lie was on his

way to becoming a citizen.
Things    were    getting    a    little

cramped  in  the  three-room  apart-
ment  so  we  moved  uptown  to  the
Bronx.  Momma found a four-room
apartment   with   steam   heat,   hot
water  and  a  bath  with  a  shower.
Momma  made  all  the  decisions,  so
when it came to moving she told my
father,  `1 found a new apartment in
the  Bronx,  I  paid  a  deposit  and  I
have asked the moving van to come
Monday.   This   is   the   address   so
come  there  after  work'.   But  that
evening Poppa made the announce-
ment of our moving as if it were all
his doing and Momma,  because he
was the father,  acted as though she
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were hearing it for the first time and
congratulated  him.

The    Depression    hit    us    badly.
Momma used to sit and look ou.t of
the  window  waiting  for  Poppa  to
come home.  If she saw him coming
with  his  package  of paint  brushes,
she   would   mutter,   `There   he   is
coming with his bundle' , which real-
ly meant that he had finished his job
and God knows when he would get
another one.

Five   years   passed   quickly   and
Poppa  was  notified  to  come  down
to file for his `second papers'. He no
longer had  any thoughts  of becom-
ing  a  citizen.  He  gave  my  mother
many excuses for not going.  `1 can't
go.   They   didn't   spell   my   name
right.  You  see  there  is  a  mistake.
The name of the ship that I came on
is wrong'. So his name was dropped
from  the  list.

During    this    time,    he    painted
apartments for the  landlord so  that
we would not have to pay any rent.
My  mother  did  alteration  work  on
garments for some people who lived
in   the   neighbourhood.    It   was   a
bleak,  dark period  and we children
felt  the  uncertainty  and  insecurity
of   the   times.   When   my   mother
suggested   that   we   should   go   on
welfare,   which   at   that   time   was
called   `Home   Relief',   my   father
reacted violently.

Just  before  World  War  11,  jobs
became     more     plentiful.     Poppa
worked  steadily,  my  brother  and  I
worked and even Momma got a job
in the  defence industry.

When   our  country  entered  the
war,   all   aliens   were   required   to
register.   Again  the  spectre  of  de-
portation rose and fear entered my
father's heart.  `It really is necessary
to  become  a  citizen',  he  said.   So
again he applied for citizenship.  He
studied the American Constitution,
the   Declaration   of   Independence
and  the  laws  of  New  York  State.
But   when   he   was   called   for   his
interview,  he  said  he  wasn't  ready
and  again his  application lapsed.

My  brother  and  I  married  and
were   raising   families.   But   Poppa
still went  to  the  Post  Office  on  the
first  of every year to  register  as  an
alien,  not having the courage to go
through  the  process  of becoming  a
citizen.

With  the  influx   of  new  immig-
rants,  the  process  of  naturalisation
was simplified.  Poppa was now close
to  80.  Suddenly  it  become  his  big-
gest challenge and greatest desire to
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become a citizen. He made his third
attempt. This time he went through
with  it.  We  went  downtown  to  the
courthouse where  a dignified judge
questioned   him   about   American
history and the American legal and
poli`tical     processes.      The     judge
teased  him  for waiting  so  long  and
Poppa  told  him  that  he  could  not
make up his mind as to whether he
really wanted to stay in this country.

How   proud   he   was   and   how
proud we were when we went with
him  to  the  swearing-in  ceremony.
We  watched  as  he  raised  his  right
hand  and pledged  allegiance to  the
United   States.    Now   he   was   an
American   and   here   he   could   re-
main.

And here he did remain.  He died
just  two  days  after  the  swearing-in
ceremony.   His   citizenship   papers
arrived after the funeral.

Pez\rl E. Marme lives in New Jersey and writes
regularly for Ma:rna.

11.         ELR
`1 WAS   STAYING   WITH   A

Catholic  Priest  in  a  church  in
Jaffna. In April, militant Tamil

activists  had  ambushed  some  Sin-
halese  soldiers.  Now  the  Sinhalese
army  had  decided  to   retaliate  by
attacking Tamil areas.  Using tanks,
they   came   into   the   church   com-
pound.    The    Catholic    Priest    hid
under  the  bed.  I  ran  away  with  a
friend.

`1 was terrified  and spent a lot  of

my   time   hiding   from   the   army.
Around   this   time,   a   17   year-old
friend  of mine,  Nicholas,  was  shot
dead  by  the  army.  I  saw  this  from
where I  was  hiding.

`After  they  shot  him  dead,   the

soldiers    dragged    Nicholas'    body
onto the railway tracks and set it on
fire.  I was frightened and upset but
I  felt I  ought to  do  something,  so  I
joined a student political movement
which  was   campaigning   for  more
rights for Tamil people.

`1  gave  out  leaflets  and  spoke  at

meetings.  Soon the army found out
and I was arrested. I was taken to an
army camp where I was held for two
months. The torture was horrible.  I
was  starved  for  days  and  not  all-
owed  to  move  around  properly.  I
was  kicked  and  punched.  The  sol-
diers  used  cigarette   ends  to  burn
me.

`Sometimes   they   would   hold   a

gun  to  my  head  and  say  that  they
were  going  to  kill  me.  I  would  cry

and plead with them to save my life.
When  they  asked  what  my  dying
wish was,  I would say that it was to
see  my  mother.  They  would  laugh
and   then   shoot   the   gun   into   the
ceiling.  Often  I fainted.  I thought I
was going to  die.

`Whenever   soldiers   were   killed

by Tamils,  Tamil  prisoners  like  me
would  be  tortured  again.  I  used  to
long   to    die.    I   tried    to   commit
suicide several  times.

`After release,  I tried to carry on

with   my  political   work.   It   wasn't
long before I was re-arrested.  After
another  two  weeks  in  prison  I  was
let out.  But now I felt hopeless.  My
strength  and energy were sapped.  I
was  ill  and rapidly losing weight.

`In   August   1987   I   stopped   my

campaigning.   I   found   that   I   had
serious  differences  of  opinion  with
those  supporting  the  Tamil  Tigers.
This  meant  I  was  now  pursued  by
fighters  from  that  group  as  well.  I
lived   in   fear   of   capture   by   the
Sinhalese   army  as  well   as   by  the
Tamil Tigers.

`It  was  in   1988  that  I  realised  I

would   have   to   escape   from   Sri
Lanka   if   I   were   not   to   live   in
constant terror.  I managed to get to
Britain the next year. After arriving
in   this   country,   I   heard   that   my
brother  had  been  arrested  by  the
army.   He  was  very  badly  treated
because of my activities in the past.

`1  have  been  given  `Exceptional

Leave   to   Remain'   (ELR)   in   this
country.    That   means   that   I   am
being  allowed  to  stay  for  the  time
being but I  have  to  apply  for rene-
wal  of  permission  at  regular  inter-
vals.  I  am  lonely  and  depressed.  I
keep   thinking   about   my   brothers
and   my   sister.   I   am   so   wor,ried
about them. There is no good news.
The  situation  in  Jaffna  sounds  ex-
tremely  dangerous.

`It  is  difficult  being  a  refugee  in

Britain.   We  do  not  always  under-
stand  how  to  get  help.  We  cannot
always  find  places  to  live.  We  miss
our  families  and  yet  often  have  no
chance of seeing them for years and
years.  And I can never be sure that
my   leave   to   remain   will   be   re-
newed'|

P8Iul  (not  his  real  name)  is  a  Tamil  refugee
from Sri Lanka who sought asylum in Britain
and  now   lives   in   London.   We  are   greatly
indebted  to  Paula  Keaveney  of  the  Refugee
Council for helping us to locate  Paul's story,
an  account  by   no   means   untypical   of  the
increasing   number   of   asylum-seekers   who
receive  ELR rather than full refugee status.  A
new Asylum Bill is going through Parliament.
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I-I,:
WAS   APTLY   ON   MY

i:reftpusr:oftrh°emF:rn:a°s:tE¥tFa?s¥
covered     a     letter     from     Rabbi
Bayfield suggesting a `light-hearted'
piece  on  my  particular  hobby.  No
way,  was  my  immediate  reaction.
Dangerous.  For  the  reasons  that  I
shall briefly  set  out.

For   a   start,   the   word   `hobby'
seemed  hardly fitting,  with  its  con-
notations  of  innocent,   economical
collections  of  beer-mats  or  match-
box tops or Izack Walton-style phil-
osophical    fishing.     I    prefer    the
French  term  vz.o/o7t  cZ'J7igres  -  like
almost  everything  cfecz  #ozts,  pom-
pously  inflated  -  with  its  connot-
ations of cross-cultural  brilliance.

Secondly,    the    inevitable   ques-
tions  of  `how  does  he  do  it?'  and
`why  does  he  do  it?'   seemed  un-

answerable,  at  least  in  semi-public
form.  All  rabbis  are  paid  to  exag-
gerate,   to   nuance  -  to   hide   the
grimmer  truths  of  life  from  them-
selves and from others -but to lie?

However,  I  decided  to  take  the
bit  between  my  teeth  and  partially
explain.  As  to  the  `how'  -  I  mean
time and money - the explanation is
that  I  have  always  been  a  ruthless
man.  I rule my congregation with a
rod of tempered steel.  For 15 years
I  have  had  a  cfeczzcz#  (cantor)  who
adores  being  left  alone  to  hog  the
stage -yes, I said stage -he usually
shares  with  me.  As  for  the  seamy
financial   details   of  a   `continental'
rabbi's life -all can be revealed but
only on  a one-to-one  basis.

The  `why'  is,  surprisingly,  more
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TRAVEL
Michael Williams

delicate  than  the  how.  The  simple
answer would be `flight' -not in the
Cathay   Pacific,   Garuda   or  Japan
airlines  but  in  the  Jonah  sense  of
the term.  But  as we  say in French,
le ga et le moi couchent ensemble' -
primly  translated,   `the  id  and  the
ego  are  inseparable'  and  if it  were
only a question of flight from myself
or   the   `job'   -   I   used   to   say   in
hypocritical   excuse   that   the   Far
East  helped  me  put  up  with  the
Middle   East  -  not   so   much   the
Shamirs  and  Sharons  of  this  world
but the Monsieur Goldenbergs and
Madame   Benhamous   of  the   Rue
Copernic - I wouldn't have gone so
far, so often, or for so long.  I don't
hate  myself or Judaism  that  much.
So  there  must  be  more  to  it  than
that.

The root of the thing, and here we
become  a  little  less  `light-hearted',
is that my father lived in Singapore
before  the  war,  that  I  never  knew
him - he died when I was two - and
that  all  I  had  of  him  were  some
rather superb photos of colonial life
in   Malaya   in   the   1930's.   A   little
more  than  10  years  ago  some  old
friends  living  in  Indonesia  invited
me to visit and I have gone back to
Asia   nearly   20   times   since   then,
flinging myself at the same time and
with the same passion into Javanese
music, T'ang poetry and Khang-Shi
blue  and white port)elain.

I  could  say,  for it  happens  to  be
true,   that   I   found   God   after   a
terrible period of spiritual drought,
in  a  Hindu  temple  in  Java,  that  in
Japan recently I understood for the
first  time  the power  of Zen,  that  I
have   never   forgotten   the   words
about   suffering   and   death   of   a
young Burmese, or rather the words
of Buddah in his mouth, in that hell-

:oc,I,!#:fcgeuanut:ya-ndunvT:::envcae?I:
could    thus    dress    up    in    purely
theological , ecumenical, almost res-
pectable   terms   a  whole  range   of
concrete   and   discrete   needs   and
feelings   but   again   it  wouldn't   be
entirely honest.

Maybe  the  equation  is,   at  bot-
tom,   a   simple   one.   I   never   felt
myself `made' for the rabbinate and
yet  I  have  survived  and,  with  age,
seem   to   have   acquired   a   cel:tain
faculty  for  communicating  spiritual
truths. Opinions about me in Paris -
as  about  you,  my  dear  colleague,
are sharply divided.  I  am  a corrupt
madman  to  some,  humorous  saint
to  others.  Both  propositions  in  the
mocfe/okcf  (dispute)  are  somewhat
wide of the mark, as in your case no
doubt.  But  what  I  think  is  sure  is
that  my  discovery  of  another  uni-
verse of discourse and experience in
Asia  -  where   all   our  dearly-held
and  tediously  enunciated  `Judaeo-
Christian'  certainties  are  so  much
incomprehensible dust in the wind -
has  helped  me  immensely  to  toler-
ate my life and to understand a little
better the  lives of others.  Which  is,

Continued on next page



after  all,  the  purpose  of  a  vi.o/o#
d'J#grcs worthy of the name.

My    mother    always    thought    I
should have been a lawyer, or even
an  optician,  a  solid  Jewish  profess-
ion among others - and maybe it all
boils  down  to  a  question  of vision.
A  life  in  one  world  while  having  a
passion  for  another  is  like  wearing
bi-focals  -  with   a   little   luck   and
experience,    one   ends   up   seeing
where  one  is  and  what  surrounds
one that much more closely. Which,
again, is professionally what we are
supposed  to  be  about.  I  have  not
yet   decided,   at   the   end   of   my
journey  through  this  vale  of  tears,
whether  I  desire  to  be  incinerated
and my ashes scattered in a river in
Taiwan  or  on  a  mountain  slope  in
Japan or whether I shall be sedately
buried  in   the  family  vault  in  the
Jewish   section   of   the    Cimetiere
Montparnasse.  It all really depends
on  where  I  am  at  the  end,  which
adds a little spice to the banalities of
rabbinical    life   -   which    explains
again the inexplicable, while, as we
say   in   Chinese,   the   wheel   turns
another notchl

Rabbi    Michael    Williams,     U7iz.o«    Lz.bcrcz/c
Israelite  de  France,  Paris.

TRAINS
Waiter Rothschild

`W&n:y:°h:Pg[t?Lpt¥r?s¥SnrgD;P
`Yes,  well  -  I  walked  along  the

Ayalon  Valley,  watching  the  bull-
dozers.   I   visited  Haifa   Chemicals
and  the  Deshanim  Plant.  I  tracked
down   an   obscure   tractor   at   the
cement  works  at  Ramle.  I  walked
along the old track from Nahariyya
to  Rosh  Hanikra.  And  I  rode  the
cab of a freight train to Nahal Tzin.
Oh  -  and  I  went  to  the  Kofc/  in
Jerusalem  one  Ercv  SfeczbbczJ -  but
that  was  boring,  the  worst  part  of
the trip'.

When  one  has  a  specific  interest
in   Israel,   it  tends  to  block  out  a
great  deal  of  the  rest.  My  specific
interest   is   well-known   within   the
Reform  Movement - it  is  the  rail-
ways of the Middle East. I can claim
to  be  quite  an  expert  on  the  topic,
having  researched  the  subject  for
some  nine  years,  reviewed  books,

written articles for  7lfec Jsrczc/ Eco#-
omz.a/  and  other  journals  -  and  I
edit,  publish  and  distribute  a  little
quarterly  newsletter,  HczRczkcvcf  -`The  Train'  -  which  is  posted  to

subscribers  and  correspondents  all
over  the  world.  My  morning  mail
now   includes,    not   just   wads   of
papers  from  some  RSGB  commit-
tee,  begging letters from an  Ortho-
dox  charity  in  Israel  and  the  usual
bills  but  well-researched  historical
articles on minor aspects of the First
World War or Turkish military his-
tory  or Mandate  Economic Policy,
from New Zealand, South Africa or
Israel.

The   railways   are   Israel's   best-
kept  secret.  My  uncle  worked  for
twenty  years  in  a  factory  in  Ash-
kelon.  When  I  visited  him  and  he
asked me what I'd like to see, I told
him   `the  old  station'.   `There  isn't
one',  he  said.  I  assured  him  there
was and we went hunting.  It turned
out to be just behind his factory! It's
a  fairly  typical  story.  I  get  tired  of
hearing   from   people   that   there
aren't  any  trains  in  Israel,  or  that
the only one used to be the Rczkcvcf
Ha'Emek, on which one could pick
the flowers c#  rowfe,  or that every-
thing   closed   down.   Most   people
have heard  of Dimona  and  smile  a
secret  smile  concerning  the  install-
ations  there.  Believe  me,  the  big-
gest  secret  is  that  Dimona  has  a
railway yard, a brand-new $3-million
diesel   repair   depot   and   services
around   a  dozen  4,000-ton  freight
trains  each day.

The   history   of   railways   in   the
area provides a valuable key to the
whole  history  of  the  region;  from
French  lines  built  for  Catholic  pil-

grims,   to   Turkish   lines   built   for
Muslim pilgrims.  Add Turkish lines
built to  attack the British  and Brit-
ish  lines  built  to  attack  the  Turks,
facilities  for  the  Mandate  authori-
ties  and  to  assist  the  war  effort  in
the  1940's,  through  to  the  modern
lines constructed to aid the develop-
ment  of the  State  of  Israel,  not  to
mention  schemes  in  Jordan,  Syria,
Lebanon - there's been  a lot going
On.

I   find   all   this   fascinating.    My
part-time   researches   have   taught
me much about the economic, mili-
tary   and   political   history   of   the
region. One comes up against a large
number  of  unknown   and   unpubli-
cised  facts  concerning  the  relation-
ship of the Ottoman Government to
the  Arabs  and  Jews  of  Palestine,
the  actions  of  the  British  Manda-
tory  Government,  the  attitudes  of
the    Foreign    Office,    the    Crown
Agents,   the   military   thinkers   of
various armies -German, Aust.rian,
Turkish,       British       and       Israeli.
Perhaps part of the fun lies precise-
ly   in   this   -   that   this   is   primary
research,   not   secondary   and   that
few of the paths have been trodden
before.

Finding  time  is  the  big problem.
HczR¢kevc/  gets  typed  on  my  little
Amstrad word-processor  every few
months,  usually  between  midnight
and 2am.  Replying to mail prompt-
ly  can  be  difficult  and  most  letters
get written before the family wakes
up.   During  my  recent  Sabbatical  I
was able to visit archives and libraries
in   Durham,   Beverley,   Lancaster,
Stafford,   Oxford  and   London,   as
well as various specialist institutions
in  Israel.  Some  of these  visits  have
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been on my list of `things I want to
do' for several years. Contacts have
been made with others whose hob-
bies are postcards or philately, with
veterans   of  the   Mandate   period,
with  `Old  Comrades  Associations'.
Throughout,  however,  my  resear-
ches  have  been  done  /z.sfemczfe,  for
their  own  sake,  for fun - and  that
has to be, for me, their chief value.
Though  linked  with  aspects  of  my
work  -  and  a  deep  knowledge  of
Israeli   history   can   be   more   than
useful - my newsletter and my pen-
friends  serve  the  purpose  of  keep-
ing me going when other things are
pulling me  down.

I  learned  this  lesson  a  long  time
ago:  the only way to remain sane is
to be slightly mad -and to enjoy it!|

Rabbi  Walter  Rothschild,  Sz.Haz.  SyH¢gogltc,
Leeds .

TOOLS
Stephen Howard

`M;en:c|:,UmEy::d¥g::wEoo_:n:cT::

too   short   for   the   doorway   into
which  it was supposed  to  go,  these
words   of   advice   from   my   South
African   carpentry   teacher   wryly
passed across my mind.

I enjoyed the one year of carpen-
try I had at school but really began
to work  as  a  carpenter on kibbutz.
There I met Dave who had shipped
his   entire   workshop   from   South
Africa  to  Israel  in  a  large  wooden
packing crate which he still used for
his  walk-in  tool  store.  We  worked
in  a  leaking,  draughty  old  garage
building,   which   was   fine   in   the
summer but very uncomfortable in
the wet winter months.

We  had  an  electric  circular  saw
with no guard and I began the habit
of   counting   all   my   fingers   after
using   it.   We   built   partitions   for
houses,  beds, cupboards and shelv-
ing units for homes and spent much
of  our  time  helping  to  equip  the
children's houses.  It was then that I
learnt  that  no  matter how  strongly
you  make  something  for  children,
they   will   always   find   a   way   of
breaking  it.

Our  biggest  project  was  comp-
letely  redesigning  a  huge   chicken
house  which  had  been  built  with
windows   too   small,   so   that   the
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chickens     were     dying     in     their
thousands  in  the  heat.  We  did  not
have equipment  big  enough,  so  we
had to drive by tractor and trailer to
a neighbouring kibbutz to split huge
wooden  beams  on  their  band-saw
before  driving  them  back  for  re-
assembly.  We  would  come  out  of
the saw-room looking as though we
had been in  a snow-storm,  covered
in  sawdust.  It  was  a  case  of  `keep
your   mouth   shut   and   breathe   as
little  as  possible'.

When   I   returned   to   Britain,   I
dreamt  of  having  my  own  work-
shop, not as my main profession but
simply   as   a  hobby.   I   saw  myself
making   exquisite   pieces   of  furni-
ture,    fine    examples    of   cabinet-
making to be proud of and to show
off to relatives and friends. My wife
and  I  lived  in  a  ground-floor  flat
with  a  garden  at  that  time.  There
was no garage,  so my first task was
to   build   a   workshop,   a   glorified
garden shed.

This  is  where  we  return  to  that
lintel!  Finally  I  finished  the  shed,
just in time to move house!

I  now have  a garage.  It is full  of
all those things with which one fills
one's garage, leaving no room for a
car,  or a workshop for that matter.

My   dreams   of   inlaid   tables   and
reproduction    chairs    have    faded.
And  I  have  learnt  that  I  really  do
not  like  making  small  things  after
all.   Give   me   a   chicken-house,   a
shed or a conservatory to build and
I am happy.

I   have   learnt   something   else.
Good preparation,  attention to  de-
tail   and  patience  are  the  keys  to
success. It is no use painting over an
unsanded  surface  and  hoping  for  a
good   finish,   just   as   it   is   no   use
holding a Sfeczbbczf service if there is
no education in  the community ab-
out Sfeczbb¢J and no opportunities to
explore its themes outside the walls
of the synagogue. It may take hours
to   do   that   sanding.   It   may   take
years to bring the congregation to a
fuller    understanding    of   what    it
stands  for.  But  the  finish  is  worth
waiting for.

I am still occasionally left holding
a   lintel   which   is   too   short,    an
activity which  fails,  a service which
speaks to no-one,  a badly prepared
study session and then those words
come back once more to haunt me -
`Measure twice and cut once!'|

Rabbi Stephen  Howard,  Soztffeg¢fc Progress-
ive  Synagogue,  North  London.
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IWAS SURPRISED TO RECEIVE
a   letter   from   Rabbi   Bayfield
asking me to write about what I

do  in  my  spare  time  -  knitting.   I
thought    Tony    had    sat    through
enough  meetings  with  me  to  know
that,  given  half a  chance,  knitting is
what  I  do  in  my  work  time.  What
could be  better company in  a meet-
ing than one's knitting? It's soothing
- many times I have decided to wait
to take a remedy until I've seen what
a row or two of knitting can do and
soon  felt  the  headache  go  -  it  will
keep me or a friend warm and well-
dressed.  One hopes the meeting will
be   half   as   constructive.   The   only
problem   is   groundless   accusations
from colleagues, who have spent the
time wasting paper and ink on huge
and  useless  doodles,  that  someone
who   is   knitting   cannot   be   paying
attention to the discussion.

As a child,  I tried to leam to knit
from my mother but without success.
She   is   left-handed   and   I'm   right-
handed  and  unless  you're  very  well
co-ordinated  that  complicates  mat-
ters.   She   comes  from   a  family  of
good knitters but had been unable to
get  the  hang  of  it  until  coached  by
her left-handed grandmother. A pat-
ient friend whose wardrobe  of stun-
ning  sweaters   I   had  long   admired
came  to  my  rescue  and  showed  me
how  to  knit  neatly  in  the  English
manner. I've never managed to lean
the continental method, which is sup-
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posed  to  be  faster,  despite  the  kind
efforts of a congregant to teach me as
we travelled on the train from Cardiff
to  London.  A  couple  of years  later
another kind friend gave me my first
circular  needle.  If you  want to  take
your  knitting  round  with  you  and
hate   sewing   up   seams,   then   the
circular needle is to knitting what the
word-processor is to the typewriter.

I  learnt to  knit  around  the  time  I
left university and went to Leo Baeck
College.  Producing  pullovers  was  a
wonderful    alternative    to    reading
words,   talking   words   and   writing
words,  which  was  what  I  spent  the
rest  of my  life  doing.  I  wasn't  very
good at it at first.  The first sweater I
made  got  unknitted  almost  as  much
as  it  got  knitted.  Now  I  feel  totally
addicted   to   knitting.   I   sometimes
dive for the needles after feat;d¢/cfe as
fast as  a smoker who  lights up from
the havdalah ca.nile.

Not only do I have the pleasure of
making something beautiful and use-
ful  for  someone  I  love,  I  also  have
beautiful colours to look at as I knit.
I'm  very  reactive  to  colour  and  the
joy  of looking  at  the  colours  of my
knitting is one of the pleasures.

Not much  of my  knitting has  had
any Jewish interest.  However,  some
years ago I knitted a sweater for my

father. He explained that, as it would
always  be  worn  under  his  smock,  I
could  include  a  secret  message  if  I
wished.   I   knitted   Rczchc/   feoc  /ecz.f
summa  filiae  pietate  (F`zlchel  maLde
this as the height of filial piety) down
the  right  shoulder.  When  making  a
replacement a couple of years later -
men who wear braces which rub the
garment  underneath   do   not   really
deserve   handmade   sweaters,   filial
piety or no filial piety - I decided to
make  the  left  shoulder  match  and
a;dded  L'avi mori Yirmiyaha saragti
cz#z. cf feas'rez.grzfe  (For  my  father  and
teacher  Jeremy  I  have  knitted  this
sweater).  Some  years  ago  I  bought

::Eekbnr}:t::a£Fd;nwha]ter£Sbpe;#:g,y£:
supposed  to  resemble  the  lines  and
perforations of a mczfzczfe. A splash of
blue in the middle of the mczfzczfo has
Ha lacluna c[nya...  kol  dikhfin yeitei
t/'yez.kfe#/ (Behold the bread of afflic-
tion...)  knitted in  gold  and  silver.

I'm aware that I tend to follow the
established   customs   closely   in   my
religious  life.  When  I  knit,  it's  the
opposite.  I've only ever once knitted
a  sweater  to  a  pattern.  Since  then
I've  played  with  graph  paper   and
books of stitches and had the fun of
making  my  own  designs.  They  may
not   be   as   good   as   a   professional
knitter's patterns but they're my own
idea from start to finishl

Rabbi Rachel Montagu,  Lo"cfo#.
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THE MOOD IN THE GHETTO IS

Anne Ranasinghe
Entry for Sunday July 23,  1944
in  the  Chronicle  of  the   Lodz
Ghetto  1941-1944.

The writer condnues her journey
from  Germany  to  Sri  Lanka  -
and back.

Efh:t#:Gal;aa¥b:I:n[¥:ag:=o:e¥::ns;Tf
I   finished   my   schooling,   started
training  to  be  a  nursing  sister  in  a
London  hospital.   I  saw  films  and
read  the   latest  books  in   English,
because  by  now  the  German  lang-
uage  was  totally  forgotten,   never
used.  I  experienced first the bomb-
ing,  then the flying bombs and still
later,   unmanned   rockets   in   Lon-
don.  I survived and celebrated vict-
ory  in  a  small  village  where  I  was
holidaying   by   dancing   the   night

away in the village square while the
surrounding hills were lit by candles
strung  along  the  hillside  in  multi-
coloured painted jars.

With  the  end  of  the  war,  very
slowly,     news    began     to     trickle
through of the unbelievable disaster
that had overtaken  European Jew-
ry.   But  still  only  isolated  pictures
emerged.  Attempts  to  trace  relati-
ons  ended  finally  in  a  declaration
that  all  had  died.   At  the  time  it
seemed    impossible    to    find    out
more.

In 1949 I married and soon after-
wards travelled to Sri Lanka - then
Ceylon  -  and  began  a  totally  new
life. My growing family increasingly
occupied  my  days.   There  was  no
contact with Germany and the accu-
mulating   knowledge   of  what   had
been  happening  in  Occupied  Eur-

ope  hardly  percolated  through  to
this  tropical  island.  Hitler  and  the
war were  of very little interest,  the
war  only  as  far  as  it  had  involved
the   island   -   an   isolated   raid   by
Japan  on  the  Colombo  harbour,  a
threatened   but    aborted   invasion
and an influx of troops from many
of  the  Allied  countries  who  were
under    the    command    of    Lord
Mountbatten,  whose  headquarters
were not far from Colombo. And so
my past receded more and more.

In   the   late   sixties,   when   my
youngest  daughter was  eight,  I  de-
cided  it  was  time  to  look  ahead  to
that slice of life when children leave
home  and  one  is  thrown  back  on
one's  own  resources.  I  had  always
wanted  to  write  and  now,  for  the
first  time,  I  had  the  leisure  to  try.
While sorting out my thoughts,  the
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images that surfaced were suddenly
images   of  those   early   years   and
there grew a great need to find out
more, to investigate and search..

By  coincidence  -  I  now  realize
that coincidence  has played  a most
important  part  in  my  life  -  I  was
asked   whether   I   would   write   an
article  on  Hitler's  Germany  for  a
local   newspaper.   Because   people
here  knew so  little  about  that  time
there  was  a  great  response  to  the
article  and  the  paper  asked  me  to
write  a  serial.  They  wanted  me  to
combine   my   own   story   with   the
history  of  the  period.  I  started  to
collect   material   from   wherever   I
could  and  began  to  piece  the  first
tentative sections together.  Resear-
ching  for this  serial  which  went  on
for   six   months,   every   Sunday   a
fresh  instalment,   I  learnt  for  the
first time what had really happened
in Germany, from the late twenties
onwards.   I   read   avidly   and   dis-
covered   Gerald   Reitlinger's   Fz.#cz/
So/zJfz.o#.    Remembering    the    five
postcards,  I  pulled  them  out  and
tried to collate the dates and places
to trace my parents' fate.

Visiting the United States,  I met
my childhood friend Miriam for the
first  time  since  we  had  parted  in
1938. Miriam told me that the Syna-
gogue  in  Essen,  this  haven  of  our
childhood so  intricately interwoven
with  the  fabric  of  our  memories,
had   been   turned   into   what   she
called a PJczkczf Museum,  a museum
for   posters.   We   were   both   out-
raged...    actually,   it   was   a   great
surprise    to    me    that    there    was
enough of the Synagogue left for it
to be of any use at all.  I wrote and
protested.   And   received   a   reply.
My first contact after forty years - I
remember the extraordinary feeling
I  experienced  when  the  first  letter
with the postmark ESSEN arrived.
Was there really such a town?

From this vague  and uneasy cor-
respondence  -  in   English   on   my
part, in German by the official who
replied - grew the new contact with
Essen.  In  1981  when  I  had  to  visit
Europe  for  a  meeting,  I  seriously
thought  about  a  trip  to  Germany
but backed out. In 1982 there was a
renewed   invitation.   I   obtained   a
visa  for  Germany  -  and  again  my
courage   failed   me.   By   1983   the
publication of my booklet of Holo-
caust   poems   was   planned   and   I
finally made up my mind to return,
for three days,  in November.

Our magnificent Synagogue, con-
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sidered the largest and most splendid
in  Germany  before  its  destruction,
appeared        undamaged        as        I
approached.  I had not seen it after
the  burning  and  before  I  left  and
the  fact  that  it  still  stood  there,  so
huge, so incredibly beautiful, had a
shattering impact on me. The past -
so carefully stowed away -began to
rush towards me.

But  the  splendour that had been
was   no   more.   The   painting   and
mosaic,   the   decorations   that   had
adorned walls  and  ceiling,  the con-
tents  of  the  vast  prayer  hall  were
gone.  The  place  had  been  white-
washed,   looked   sterile.   And   the
architectural  sweep  had  been  des-
troyed  by  a  new  low  ceiling  which
totally   hid   the   cupola   that   rises
almost    thirty    metres    high.    The
square emporium finally altered the
whole   character   of   the   interior
which had a circular and oval look.

It was  a poignant task for me to
find a title for my small collection of
Holocaust poems.  I decided on ``Of
charred-wood-midnight-fear" - a line
from one of the poems dealing with
the November pogrom in Essen. As
dedication I added that the booklet
was  in  memory  of my  parents  and
all those Jews from Essen murdered
by the Nazis.

Almost  at  once  the  poems  cre-
ated their own echo.  It started with
letters from people, some of whom
I had known and not heard from all
those years and others who felt that
what I had said touched a memory
or  need  in  their  own  hearts.  The
German  Cultural  Institute  in  Col-
ombo decided to have  a reading of
the poems.  We planned for a mod-
est  attendance  and  were  surprised
by    the    overwhelming    response.
Then    Frank    Herdemerten,    who
worked with the Spz.c/scfe¢r (Drama
Group)  of the Helmholtz Gymnas-
ium in Essen,  requested more mat-
erial   in   order   to   create   a   Scenic
Collage.   Titled   "A   Fireworks   of
Fractured Glass" -again a line from
one  of the  poems - it  consisted  of
eleven poems and some scenes dram-
atised  from  my  stories  A   Wom¢#
and   Her   God   ilr\d   Point   of   No
Rcfz4r#.   He  used  chorus  and  indi-
vidual   recital,   ballet,   pantomime,
symbolic material and music espec-
ially  composed  by  one  of  the  stu-
dents,  to  recreate the tensions  and
fears    of    the    Hitler    era.    Most
appropriately,    it    was    first    per-
formed in the Synagogue which had
been  the  focal  point  of  rememb-

rance  throughout  my  writing,  just
as it had been the focal point of our
religious   and   cultural   life   during
those  last difficult years.

The next "echo" came from Juan
Allende-Blin, an expatriate Chilean
Jewish    composer    living   in    Ger-
many,  who was  as perturbed at my
loss of language as I was.  He wrote
a  one  hour  HC;rspz.c/  (Radio  play)
appropriately titled  "Muttersprach-
1os"  - Without  a  Mother-tongue -
for  the  West  German  radio,  with
my voice,  talking  about the past  in
my  broken  German,  reading  some
of  my  poems,  in  accented  English
and then he composed music which
both   anticipated   and   echoed   the
conversation   and   the   poems.   He
also   introduced   archive   material
from   the   Hitler   period,   nursery
rhymes   and   songs   illustrating   the
spirit  of the  times.  He  opened  the
HC;r5pz.c/ with a specially conducted
gallup   poll   of   Essen   citizens   in
which   they   were    questioned   on
their  knowledge  of the  Hitler  r6gi-
me  and what had  happened  to  the
Jews...  he  reproduced  their  replies
without  cutting  or  comment.  Mut-
tersprachlos   ends   against   an   in-
creasingly  ominous  background  of
church organ and piano music with
a   quotation   from   Martin   Buber:
`He  who  wants  to  hear  can  hear

from  far  away.   He  who  does  not
want to hear cannot hear even when
quite  close'.

The publication of the poems, the
creation  of the  Scenic  Collage  and
my  participation  in  Juan  Allende-
Blin's   fJC;rspj.c/   necessitated   repe-
ated  visits  to  Essen  and  with  each
return I learnt something new about
the   past.    Meanwhile,   there   was
some talk of a documentary film in
which  my  life  and  exile  would  be
used symbolically as  an example of
thousands of other such lives.  As I
had in my possession a great deal of
correspondence   with   my   parents,
old   family   photographs,   a   diary,
texts,   poems   and   the   Lodz  post-
cards,   Michael   Lentz   started   to
draft the outline of a film, using all
this and retaining the Alte Synago-
ge  (Old  Synagogue)  as  the  impor-
tant centre-piece, which it both was
and is once again.  Since 1980, it has
hosted  a  permanent  exhibition  ab-
out  the  resistance  and  persecution
not  only  of  the  Jews  in  Nazi  Ger-
many  but  also  of  other  resistance
and   religious   groups.   An   archive
and documentation centre has been

Continued on ri,ext page
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set  up  -  a  growing,  extensive  and
valuable source of information. But
over  and  above  this,  it  is  a  centre
where the crimes of the past are not
glossed  over.   They  are  listed  and
recorded   and   groups   of   German
students,  young  people  and  other
visitors  are  regularly  instructed  in
precisely   what    happened    during
those  evil  days.  They  are  encour-
aged  to  find  out  more  about  the
period   for   themselves   and   to   in-
volve  themselves  in  activities  init-
iated by the A/fc Sy#czgogc.

I had not felt equal to participat-
ing in the filming of Fez.77zswcfor/#g -
Visitation  -  Michael   Lentz'   film,
when   it   was   first   suggested   and
hoped that perhaps a faceless, sym-
bolical figure would be used  rather
than  my  own.   But  as  I  began  to
realize  that  there  was  still  a  great
deal  of  wilful  denial  of  the  Hitler
period   in   Germany,   that   parents
would not speak of the past to their
children in the hope that the evil of
which   they  had   been   part  would
thus  be  expunged,  would  not  have
to  be  accounted  for and  that there
was   a   new   trend   to   scorn   guilt
feelings  and  deny  responsibility - I
thought that,  as perhaps one of the
last   eye-witnesses,   here   was   my
chance,   indeed,   my   duty,   to   say
what had to be said. It was not easy
to   stay   on    an   even   keel   while
filming,  especially  when  we  discus-
sed  the  fate  of  my  relations  even
with    the    villagers    in    Zueschen,
some of whom had known my aunts
and  uncles  all  their  lives  and  even
remembered      my      grandmother.
Their attitude, I thought, fully justi-
tied  my participation  in  the film.

Going   back   to   Zueschen   was
both a fulfilment and a heartbreak,
for  throughout  all  the  years  of my
exile,  I had carried its image within
me.  It  is  almost  exactly  as  it  was -
and  yet,  of course,  nothing  is  as  it
was.    And    although    my    grand-
mother  Marianne  Katz,  nee  Rapp
and my grandfather Josef who was a
maker  of  stable-lamps,  both  lie  in
their  spacious   graves   in   the  little
Jewish cemetery, the only members
of  my   family   who   have   had   the
privilege  of a  normal  death,  this  is
perhaps   the   nearest   to   Hez.m¢f   I
could come anywhere in the world.
Yet  it  is  not  Hcz.77?¢f .  Strangers  live
in my grandmother's house and the
lands owned by my family belong to
others  by  virtue  of  a  lawless  time.
None of the ten children who should
be  sharing  that  spacious  grave  lie

with  my  grandparents...  those who
did not die for the Fatherland were
killed  by  it,  in  Hitler's  concentra-
tion camps.

And   so   the   circle   had   almost
closed  for  me  but  not  quite.  I  still
did not know what had happened to
my parents after they were forcibly
`resettled'  in  the  Lodz  ghetto.  Un-

til,  again  by  chance,  while  in  Eng-
land I saw a new publication advert-
ised.  The   Chronicle   of  the   Lodz
Gfeezfo.  Reading this Chronicle was
an  unparalleled  experience.  It  is  a
record,  devastating  in  its  very  sim-
plicity,  of  the  day-to-day  happen-
ings  in  the  ghetto  from  the  time  it
was   created   when   the   Germans
invaded Poland in September 1939,
after it was sealed in  1940,  through
to the very last entry on Sunday 30
July  1944,  when  it  was  decided  to
deport the last 68,561 inhabitants to
Auschwitz-Birkenau.      From      the
postcards   my   mother   had   sent   I
could trace the date of my parents'
arrival   in   the  ghetto  -  sometime
between  16  October and 4 Novem-
ber  1941  -  `the  weather  remained
beautiful   and   sunny   and   the   sky
cloudless'  -  and  could  follow  their
terrible ordeal through those incre-
dible three years.

The   date   of   my   mother's   last
postcard  is  13  June  1944.  Between
Friday, 23 June and Friday,  14 July
1944 ten transports were sent to the
death  camp  at  Chelmno.   Because
the    Russians    were    approaching,
Chelmno  was  closed  down  and  so
there  was   an   interruption   in   the
action  to  liquidate  the  ghetto.  The
Chronicle  reports  on  15  July  1944:
`Never has the ghetto been so hap-

py.    The    resettlement    has    stop-
ped...'  and  23  July:  `The  mood  in
the ghetto is rosy. ..'

But   30   July   1944   saw   the   last
entry   in   the   Chronicle   and   the
closure  of  the  ghetto.  The  Jewish
community,  which  at one  time  had
amounted   to   more   than   170,000
souls,  had  been  totally  destroyed.
My parents were among theml

Anne Rannasinghe I.s a pc)e/ wfeasc o#/fro/ogy
Against   Eternity   and   Darkness   was  pztb-
lished  in   1985   and  Not  Even  Shadows  in
1991.  Born in Germany,  educated in Britain,
she  has  lived  for  nearly  forty   years   in  Sri
Lanka.  She  is  a  stalwart  of  Amnesty  Inter-
national,   a  nurse   by   training,   a  journalist,
mother  of seven children and the widow of a
Sinhalese Professor of Medicine.  Her story is
so remarkable and moving that we are taking
the   unusual   step   of   publishing   it   in   four
consecutive  issues.  Part  Three  will  appear in
April.
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Creating   the    Old   Testcanent:
The  Emergence  of  the  Hebrew
Bz.b/c Ed Stephen Bigger.  (Basil
Blackwell   Ltd.,   Oxford   1989,
pp.  384).  £10.95.
Peshat  and  Derash:   Plain  and
Applied   Meaning  in  Rabbinic
Ex;cgcsz.a  David  Weiss  Halivni.
(Oxford University Press  1991,
pp.  249).  £28.00.
The  Jewish  Bible  After  Ausch-
witz..   A   Re-Reading   Emll   L.
Fackenheim   (Sherman   Studies
of  Judaism  in  Modern  Times,
Manchester   University   Press,
1990,  pp.  122).  £27.50.

I-
WOULD   BE   HARD   TO

li::g]sn:n tthhreeeB;bT:.re   different
The  volume   edited  by  Stephen

Bigger    seems    conventional    and
familiar at first.  But in its emphasis,
its common sense and its champion-
ing      of      contemporary      literary
approaches   to   the   text   it   is   ref-
reshingly comprehensive,  clear and
openminded.   What   is   particularly
encouraging  for  a  Jewish  reader  is
the   degree   to   which   the   vai.ious
contributors    have    addressed    the
fact  that  before  the  Hebrew  Bible
became  the  Christian   `Old  Testa-
ment' it existed in its own right as a
self-sufficient body of Jewish litera-
ture.  The title of this book CrcczJz.#g
the  Old Testament:  The Emergence
of  the   Hebrew   Bible,  by  ndtiising
both  terms,  points  to  the  gradual
emancipation    of    many    modern
scholars from  their presuppositions
in  Christian  Biblical  exegesis.  That
this  is   a  conscious   and  deliberate
attempt   to   see   the   Bible   in   its
earlier `Jewish' or `Hebrew' sense is
also    indicated    by    the    inclusion
among  the  contributors  of  Rabbis
Sybil    Sheridan    and    Dan    Cohn-
Sherbok. who write both as scholars
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and  as  Jews.  It  is  a  pity  that  this
open policy did not extend to invit-
ing a Muslim to write the section on
`A   Muslim   Perspective'.   Stephen

Bigger,  who  is  a  lecturer  in  World
Religions  and  Religious  Education \
at   Westminster   College,   Oxford,'
wrote it,  as also  `A Humanist Pers-
pective.'

The introductory chapters discuss
`The Hebrew World', `The Author-

ity  and  Use  of  the  Hebrew  Bible'
and  `Symbol  and  Metaphor  in  the
Hebrew  Bible'  -  a  very  valuable
chapter  for  those  new  to  contem-
porary  literary  criticism.   My  only
reservation is that once Bigger gets
down to details of particular stories,
he  tends  to  fall  into  some  of  the
oversimplifications   and   traps   that
his    approach    should    have    pre-
vented.   For  example,   the  text  of
Genesis 4:5 is quite explicit that it is
`Cczz.#  and  his  offering'  that  is  not

acceptable to  God, which is clearly
an  intrinsic  part  of  that  particular
story.  To  assert  `the  rival  sacrifices
offered  by  Cain  and  Abel  declare
animal  sacrifices  to  be  acceptable
and plant  offerings  not'  is  to  gene-
ralise far beyond the text itself.

But whether one agrees with any
particular   point   or   interpretation
within   the   book,   it   is   a   sound,
interesting and helpful introduction
to   contemporary   Biblical   studies
and  the  text  of  the  Hebrew  Bible
itself.

David Weiss Halivni is Professor
of Religion at  Columbia University
and a leading authority on Mz.czr¢sfo.
His  book  is   a  sustained  scholarly
examination    of    a    more    limited
aspect  of  Biblical  study.   The  two
terms   he   deals   with,   PesfoczJ   and
Dcrczsfe,    represent    two    different
ways of looking at the Biblical text.
The first is concerned with discover-
ing     the     `plain',     `commonsense'
meaning,  of a passage,  though  this
is never quite as simple as it seems.

However,  there  is  a second level
of   interpretation,   czcrczsfe,   familiar
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to us from the collections of Rabbi-
nic    commentaries    on    the    Bible
known  as  mz.drczsfe.  Here  the  com-
mentator goes more deeply into the
text, seeking other dimensions. The
most obvious context for such work
is  in  extending  Biblical  laws  to  fit
new   situations   -   hence   Halivni's
translation   of  the   term   czcrczsfe   as
`applied   meaning'.   But   here   we

encounter  a  peculiar  phenomenon
in    early    Rabbinic    writings.    For
when the Rabbis derived a new law,
they   sometimes   chose   the   unex-
pected  meaning,  often  a  most  un-
likely   one,   in   preference   to   the
commonsense one.

Halivni   notes   that   some   medi-
aeval  Rabbis  developed  a  concept
of  the  twofold  nature  of  Rabbinic
interpretation.   When   it   came   to
`practice'    -    what    Jews    should

actually  do  as  a  community  -  the
fo¢/¢kfeczfe,  Jewish  law,   became  in-
creasingly restrictive in its opinions
and to some extent arbitrary in the
way that decisions were made. That
is  to  say  the  need  for  a  collective
Jewish   identity   and   practice   re-
quired    an    agreed    interpretation
even  if it  may  not  be  based  on  the
most   likely   meaning   of   the   text.
Hcz/czkfoczfe  has  always  been  related
to the perceived needs of the Jewish
community  at  a  given  time  and  in
this  sense  is  not  the purely  logical,
`organic',     self-contained     activity

that it is often claimed to be. Rather
it is  a form  of inner Jewish  `politic-
al' ,  self-expression.

However,  at  the  same  time  that
Jewish practice needed to be fixed,
it was always recognised that other
interpretations of the same passage
were   legitimate   -   perhaps   even
more  logical  and  `correct'  than  the
fecz/¢kfez.c   one.   Thus,   when   `prog-
ressive'  Jews  in  the  modern period
criticise   traditional   practices   and
seek to go behind the fe¢/czkfez.c view
to   a   more   logical  reading  of  the
initial  source  and  thus  change  the
practice,    they    actually    miss    the
point.  For  we  are  talking  about  a
process  that  itself acknowledges  to
a  greater  or  lesser  extent  that  its
decisions may not be logical but are
nevertheless the binding ones of the
normative   tradition.   It   is   the   czLt-
£foorz.ty    of   that    tradition    that    is
actually  being  questioned,   not  its
inner   methodology.    Sadly,   those
who  feel  the  need  to  defend  the
focz/¢kfeczfe    are    often    unwilling    to
acknowledge   this   .`arbitrary'    and
time-bound    political    aspect    and

hence    the    possibility    of   change
based   on   new   realities,   whereas
those   who   attack   fe¢/czkfe¢fe   often
fail  to  address  the  `collective',  pol-
itical  dimension  as  they struggle  to
assert their own authority.

Halivni's  well-argued  and  docu-
mented book is addressed primarily
to the scholar, or at least a Jewishly
well-educated public, so it may find
few readers in the UK. This is a pity
because  it  is  yet  another  reminder
that   Jewish   tradition   and   indeed
Jewish   law   are   anything   but   the
static,  somewhat sterile,  things that
they  are  so  often  seen  to  be.   By
tackling   the   central   issue   of   the
methods of interpretation, from the
technical and also theological points
of view,  he takes us to the heart of
one  of the  sources  of crisis  in  con-
temporary Jewish life.

Another  modern  Jewish  crisis  is
brilliantly  explored  in  the  book  by
Emil Fackenheim,  emeritus  Profess-
or  of  Philosophy  at  the  University
of Toronto and Fellow of the Insti-
tute of Contemporary Jewry at the
Hebrew   University   of  Jerusalem.
Since  his  much  publicised  move  to
Israel  in  the  wake  of  the  Six  Day
War,  Fackenheim is  best known in
the Jewish world for his coinage of a
new   `six   hundred   and   fourteenth
commandment',  `thou shalt survive
and  not  give  Hitler  a  posthumous
victory'.  He  brings  an  impassioned
challenge to our own understanding
of the Bible today.

Fackenheim  starts  with  the  real-
ity   and   life   of   the   Bible   in   the
traditions of Judaism and Christian-
ity.    But   he   approaches   it   as   a
philosopher  and  feels  free  to  work
with   the   ongoing   impact   of   the
Bible as it speaks to this generation.
He borrows this view from Hegel:

`The Book was written  then  and

there  and we  are  here  and  now:
but  the  "then  and  there",  in  its
own  right  and  on  its  own  terms,
is  superseded  because  absorbed
by  and  contained  in  the   "here
and now".  (p.  4).
The `here and now' that concerns

Fackenheim,  deeply and desperate-
ly, is a world after the Holocaust, a
world in which both  Christians and
Jews have to confront the Bible in a
radical  new  way.   He  takes  as  his
starting point for the Jewish respon-
sibility  an   essay  of  Martin  Buber
written in 1926, `The Man of Today
and the  Jewish  Bible'.

`Since this book,  the Bible, came

Condnued on page 19
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MA'ELNA
Theologfysw¢¢lunenl

The Havurah Movement began in the USA in the 1960's.
Ha_vurpt are informal groups meeting for purposes such as study and prayer.

One of the leading thinkers and religious figures of the Havurch Movement is Arthur Waskow.
We are delighted to welcome hin to the columns of Maruna.

If,  after reading this e.ssay, you would_like to know more about our own initiative in the area of Havurot,
please write to Rabbi Larry Tabick, Havurah Project,  clo Manna.

THE EMBODIMENT OF GOD
Arthur Waskow

If you dczwc#  (pray) in a circle,
where is God?

Not  somewhere  else.  Not  in
the  Ark,  across  many  rows  of be-
hatted heads and past an empty gulf
of no-man's land. Not in Jerusalem,
thousands  of miles  away.  Not  high
above,  reigning in royal splendour.

As  we  cZczvt;c#  in  a  circle,   God
begins to appear in the faces round
the  circle  -  and  in  the  vibrations
between  -  and  in  our  own  hearts
and minds.

Unbidden,   unintended,   undeli-
berated, the choice made by feczvz"
oj twenty-five  years  ago  to  d¢t;t;e#
in  circles  has  begun  to  affect  the
process of rorczfe study, the practice
of prayer and images of God - not
only  among  the  feat;wrof but  in  the
ever wider circles of the movement
for Jewish renewal that grew out of
and beyond the  feczvL!ro£.

Or   perhaps   it   would   be   more
accurate to say that the new hopes
among  the  fe¢vwrof led  both  to  the
dczwej?z.#g   in   circles   and   to   the
broader changes.

What were these new hopes?
The roots of the feat/wrof were in

`recoils' against the versions of Jew-

ish   peoplehood,   rorczfe   and   God
that pervaded American Jewish life
in the late '60s and three consonant
affirmations.

The recoils were:-
against hierarchical and bureaucratic
models   for   organising   the   Jewish

community   and   against   vicarious
identification    with    the    State    of
Israel as the be-all  of Jewish ident-
ity;   against   the   understanding   of
rorcfe   as  either  an  unchangeable
directive (`Orthodox') or an academ-
ically  interesting  antique  (`liberal') ;
against the death of God.
What the feat;#rof yearned for was -
in  the  first  arena  (the  one  earliest
and   most   clearly   articulated),   in-
timacy,  inclusiveness,  participation
and equality -in short, community;
in the second (as it began to emerge
from  the  practice  of  community),
rorczfe  as  a  lively,  wise,  imperfect
teaching  with  which  to  wrestle  in
the    present    generation    towards
creating  a  new  holistic  Jewish  life-
path;
in  the  third  (for  only  a  few  at  the
beginning    and    the    most    slowly
spreading),    passionate    reconnec-
tion of a reunified mind-body with a
living,  transformed God.

The five seed-feczvz4rof or fo¢vz{ro£-
style m!.nycz#z.in (quorum for prayer)
were   founded   between   1967   and
1971    in    Chicago,    Boston,    Los
Angeles,  New  York  and  Washing-
ton.  In  New York,  women formed
within  the  feczvwr¢fe  a  group  called
Ezr¢f Ivasfez.in. They began to shape
Jewish feminism and in spring  1973
called  the  first  national  conference
of   Jewish   women   in   at   least   a
generation.

Those teachers of Jewish tradition

who  were  crucial  to  the  emerging
generation were Martin Buber, who
died in 1965; Abraham Joshua Hes-
chel, who died in 1972; and Zalman
Schachter,      a      Lubavitch-trained
`heretic'  who  drew  profoundly  on
Kabbalah   aLnd   Hassidut   as   they
were informed  and transformed by
integrating   some   elements   of  en-
counter psychology, women's spirit-
uality,  Buddhism,  Sufism  and yoga
into  them.  (Note  that  for  all  three
of    these    teachers,    the    H¢ssz.cZz.c
strands  of Judaism  had  great  pow-
er).

It  was   the   commitment   of  the
feczvz{rof  to  community  and  inclus-
iveness that quickly began to trans-
form   the   meaning   of   ror¢fe 'and
more  slowly,  the  relationship  with
God.

The  meaning  of  rorczfe  changed
because    the    feczi/wrof    committed
themselves to listen carefully to cz// -
including to some people who were
rabbis   but   many   who   were   not.
Some of these outsiders had learned
Jewish  tradition but came with  un-
conventional  perspectives - especi-
ally women who were  creating  and
applying  the  insights  of  feminism.
Others knew little Torczfe but under-
stood politics , psychology , literature,
sociology,  anthropology.  Some sim-
ply  had  sisters,  brothers,  parents,
children,  lovers,  spouses.  When  a
circle of such people began to read
rcirczfe   together,   Rashi   and   Ram-



barn   (Maimonides)   and   even   the
Hczss!.d!.c   masters   soon   began   to
recede   in   consciousness   and   the
thoughts of the people in the room
became more visible.

Poets, psychotherapists,  draft re-
sisters,  folk  singers,  grocery  co-op
managers,  soldiers back from Viet-
nam,  literature  teachers,  dancers,
began to say - `if I had written this
clever  ABCDCBA  pattern,  here's
what I would have been intending'.
`If Jacob were my brother ,...  come

to  think  of  it,  my  own  is  just  like
that slimy SOB!'  `If I were living in
the  hills  like   David  when  he  hid
from  Saul -  actually,  I  wcrs  under-
ground  two  years  ago...'  `If J tried
to dance the meaning of this Psalm,
here's what it might look like...'

How this  Tor¢fe feels to zrs, what
ideas and gestures this evokes in ws,
became  real  ror¢fe.  And  the  rules
of discussion were that no authentic
reaction  was  unlawful  to  put  for-
ward;   Korach  could  be  right  and
Moses  wrong,  Abraham  a  psycho-
path and God disgusting; the Tor¢fo
itself could be accused of joining in
the rape of Dina - by giving her no
voice; the ancient tale of Noah and
the Rainbow could be plumbed for
level  after level of teaching how to
deal  with  the  unprecedented  dan-
gers of nuclear holocaust and global
warming  and  also for symbols with
which to marry a Jew to a non-Jew;
the  Song  of  Songs  could  teach  a
sexual  ethic  and  so  could  David's
love   for   Jonathan;   dance,   song,
drama, working in pairs could all be
used - even improvised on the spot
-not only to comment on the rorofe
but to become a part of rorczfe, new
mz.drczsfe,  along with  words.

All this meant that rorczfo became
embodied in people's lives and peo-
ple's lives became embodied in the
ror¢fe.  It  was  no  longer  an  inert
text,  either in the  sense  of one for
academic analysis or one for devout
obedience. The embodiment was so
real,   so   body-involving,   that   the
metaphor  of  `Godwrestling'  came
easily  to  the  tongue  from  all  the
possible  metaphors  of  Jewish  res-
onance.

By  1991,  the  movement for Jew-
ish  renewal  had spread  far beyond
the feczt;wrof, in two directions:  deep
into  the  more  conventional  gather-
ings of organised Jews and also into
the   fluid   groups   of   `unaffiliated'
Jews who  knew  little  of Jewish life
or  thought  and  liked  little  of what
they did know.

Jewish  feminists  had  moved  far
beyond   the   early   egalitarian   de-
mands for women to become rabbis
and   be   counted   in   a   J7?!.#y¢;c,   to
examining  from   the   root  what   a
Judaism fully open to women's life-
experience  would  be.  Judith  Plas-
kow's  Standing  Again  at  Sinai had
become  material  for  study  both  in
hundreds of secular women's groups
and at hundreds of synagogues.

Elizabeth   Swados   had   brought
Jewish-renewal music to  Broadway
and  off-Broadway  theatre  in  such
powerful,  troubling  and  funny  re-
workjlngs  Of  Torah  ais   Haggadah,
Jonch,    The    Jerusalem    Cantata,
Esther:  A Vaudeville  Megillah  a.nd
Job.

The nationally honoured choreo-
grapher   Liz   Lerman   was   putting
herself  on  trial  in  radical  modem
dance  at  the  Kennedy  Center  in
Washington with `A  Good Jew?'

Reform   rabbis   and   synagogues
were    exploring    `spirituality'    and
Rabbi Larry Kushner was  teaching
Kabbalah   to   his   colleagues   -   a
newly  flavoured  Kabbalah,  rooted
in everyday life-experience.

One   of   the   most   widely   read
Lib e ralff rogres sive          i nte lle ctual
journals  in  the  United  States  was
named   rz.kkz{#   (repair)   and   was
explicitly    rooted    in    a    religious
Jewish-renewal  worldview,  though
- or therefore - open to many other
perspectives.  The head of the Con-
servative        movement's       Jewish
Theological  Seminary  was  insisting
that Judaism in principle does speak
out and synagogues must in practice
come  to  speak  out  about  the  need
for protecting the  earth  from  mas-
sive destruction.

These  are  examples  of  the  ways
in which  the  movement  for Jewish
renewal  has  reached  out  to  spark
new energy in areas that were origi-
nally `outside'. Despite the new and
independent blazes of renewal that
these sparks have fired, it would not
be   quite   true   to   say   that   these
milieux   have   themselves   become
part  of  the  movement.  For  in  an
organisational  sense  -  in  the  do-
main where all this began - neither
the  older  institutions  of  organised
American Jewry nor those of secu-
larised  `unaffiliated'  Jews  (who  are
often   richly   affiliated   with   other
Jews  like  themselves  in  profession-
al,  political  and  psychotherapeutic
life   but   not   in   explicitly   Jewish
groups)  have turned themselves in-
to intimate communities of praying,

studying and practising Jews wrest-
ling   their   way   towards   a   holistic
Jewish life-path. In an organisation-
al   sense,   American  Jewish  life  is
still dominated by bureaucracies of
prayer (the synagogue institutions) ,
fund-raising  (the  Federations)  and
politics  (AIPAC  on  Israeli  issues,
the   American   Jewish   Committee
and Congress and Jewish Commun-
ity Relations Councils on others).

What   then   is   going   on   in   the
heartland of Jewish renewal, where
small    communities    continue    to
struggle  their way  towards  shaping
and living a new Jewish life-path?

First of all, several networks have
emerged  to  keep  these  groups  in
touch     with     each     other    on     a
continent-wide      basis      or      even
beyond.

There    is    a    National    Hczvztj~¢fo
Committee,   which   each   summer
holds a week-long institute focused
on  rorafe study in a Jewish-renewal
mode,  to  which  come  several  hun-
died havurah members or havurah-
oriented individuals.

There  is  the  P'#czz.  Or  Religious
Fellowship and the Network of Jew-
ish   Renewal   Communities   it   has
brought  together  -  about  20  like-
minded  groups  from  Vancouver  in
western  Canada  to  Rio  de  Janeiro
in   Brazil   and   Basle,   Switzerland.
The P'#czz. Or-related groups gather
every   other   summer,   focused   on
new   kinds   of   cZczt;t;c#j.#g   so   as   to
reconnect with a reimaged God and
experiment with how politics can be
redefined as a collective spirituality.

There   is   the   Coalition   for   the
Advancement of Jewish Education,
which every summer brings together
about 2,500 Jewish teachers from all
imaginable   streams   and   perspec-
tives,   in   such   a   mixture   thz{t   the
process itself often bespeaks Jewish
renewal even when the participants
would  explicitly  define  themselves
in some more conventional way.

A  growing  number  of the  youn-
ger  Reconstructionist,  Reform  and
Conservative rabbis - especially the
women  among  them  -  see  them-
selves   as   part   of   a   loose   Jewish
renewal     network.     New     Jewish
Agenda is a decentralised amalgam
of about 2,000 left-wing secular and
some religious Jews bound together
mostly   by   their   commitment   to
Palestinian self-detemination along-
side   Israel   and   to   defending   gay
rights in the Jewish community.

The  Sfecz/om  Center  on  issues  of
the danger of nuclear holocaust and



of   global   warming   and   Sfoomrcz.
Adcm¢fe  on  more  local  and  non-
political  environmental  issues,  bring
together Jews who see protection of
the planet as  a spiritual need to be
pursued in a spiritual path.

And there are several fund-raising
organisations  that  arose  fi.om  some-
thing of a Jewish-renewal conscious-
ness,    which    are    linking    Jewish-
renewal  people  and  are  supporting
projects    chosen    from    a    Jewish-
renewal  perspective,  though  their
own processes are not much differ-
ent   from   those   of   older   Jewish
foundations. These include the New
Israel Fund, which helps altemative
institutions   in   Israel;   the   Jewish
Fund for Justice,  American Jewish
World  Service,  A4azo#  and  fJesecz
International,   all  of  which  mostly
aid   the   non-Jewish   poor   from   a
Jewish  perspective  of effective  fzc-
dczkczfe:  and The  Sfee/a  Fund,  which
supports Jewish renewal projects in
North America.

Secondly,  it is possible  in several
areas  to  see  the  development  of a
second generation of Jewish-renewal
exploration  into  the  unknown  -  a
renewed ¢vcz#f-gczrdc like that of the
period from  1967  to  1973.

I. Embodying rorch
One of these areas is the embodi-

ment  of. rorczfe.  Among  the  fullest
examples  of  such  embodiment  are
these:
Drushodrama:       Take  a  dramatic
tale  of  rorczfo,  read the story aloud
together till some chimactic moment,
then stop.  Ask the group to choose
roles in the story -human,  animal,
`inanimate',    divine    -    and    then

together ¢cf owf what happens next
instead of talking about it.

For   example:   the   story   of  the
Binding of Isaac (Ge#es!.f 11).  Read
until  God  has  completed  the  com-
mand  to  Abraham,  or  until  Abra-
ham  sacrifices  the  ram:  Then  stop.
Ask for volunteers to act out Abra-
ham, Isaac, the ram, the wood, the
donkey,  the  boys  down  the  moun-
tain,  Sarah,  God.  Give  the  volun-
teers  a  limited  amount  of  time  to
share a sense of what they want to
do; then press them to begin.  (They
will   often  be   mildly  embarrassed
and   reluctant).    More   interesting
m!.czrasfe  usually  emerges  from  the
flow of action than from the talk of
`getting  ready'.  As  an  example  of

what   can   happen:    a   10-year-old
boy, playing Isaac on his way down

the   mountain   after   the   Binding,
begins  to  stumble.  `Wait!'  says  the
teacher,    `What   are   you   doing?'
`Mmmm...'  says  the  boy.  `I'm  bro-

ken'.   `Of  course!'  say  the  others.
`Just  because  Abraham  didn't  kill

him doesn't mean that everything's
OK'.  And then the teacher weaves
this response together with the clas-
sical rabbinic mz.drczsfe that the aged
Isaac  of  the  Jacob-Esau  story  had
been blinded not by old age but by
the flash of the knife above him at
the  Binding.

For another example: choose the
story of Jacob's  intended  marriage
to Rachel, when Leah is substituted.
Read till the verse that says  `Look!
In  the  morning,  it  was  Leah!'  Ask
people to pla.y Jacob, Laban, Leah,
Rachel,  God.

This   last   example   suggests   an
important   element    to    take    into
account    when    planning    czrz4sfeo-
czr¢m¢  and  other  forms  of  making
mz.drasfe:   That   one   of   the   most
intense  buried  energies  within  the
Jewish   people   is   that   of  women
seeking  to  link  their  own  spiritual
experience to that of Jewish women
in  the past,  by uncovering  the  hid-
den experience of the women of the
Bible and of Rabbinic history. Focus-
ing  on  stories  of  women  such  as
Sarah,    Rebekah,    Rachel,    Leah,
Dina,  Shifra  and  Miriam  opens  up
new   areas   for  mz.dr¢sfe   that  have
been  little  explored  by  the  male-
domi-nated  tradition.  Indeed,  one
experience        with        drusfoodrczmcz
paints the moral.

The passage addressed was Gc#e-
sz.s  34,  on  the  rape  of  Dina.  After
the  group  read  the  story  together,
the teachers  (a  man  and  a woman)
asked for an open discussion. Slow-
ly  there  emerged  a  sense  that  the
most  puzzling  aspect  of  the  story
was   the   silence   of  Dina.   So   the
teachers   asked   whether   someone
would come forward to be the voice
of Dina. A man volunteered but the
teachers  asked  him  to  wait until  at
least  two  women  had  spoken  for
Dina.   A   silence   gathered   in   the
room and finally one woman took a
deep breath, rose, shut her eyes and
said:

`Raped.
`I've  been  raped  three  times  in

this story.
`Once.  I was raped by Sh'chem.
`Twice.   I   was   raped   when   my

brothers ignored me, refused to ask
me what I wanted - and murdered
all the men of Sh'chem.

CTti|ee times.  The Torah itself is
raping me.

`Sfz.//  raping  me.  Because  it  does

not speak my voice'.
And she  sat down,  in tears.  The

room was deathly silent. After seve-
ral    minutes    the    teachers    asked
whether  any  other  women  wanted
to   speak   in   Dina's   voice.   Again
there was silence. Finally one of the
teachers asked, `Do I take it that all
of the women here think that Dina's
voice   has   already   spoken   -   that
there are no other words they want
Dina to say?' The women nodded.

Afterward, the woman who spoke
for  Dina  said  that  she  lost  all  con-
sciousness   of   being   `herself'   and
really did `become'  Dina.

It  is  this  process  of `becoming'  a
character   in   the   story   that   most
powerfully   breaks    through    both
personal   embarrassment   and   the
cultural  distance  from  Biblical  life.
The `becoming' seems to be accom-
plished more easily by cZ7'z4sfoodrczm¢
than    by    more    verbal    mz.dr¢sfe-
making   because   the  physical   and
the emotional as well as the intellec-
tual   aspects   of   the   `reader'   are
engaged.
Drushodance: In another version of
this approach (which might be caued
d_rushodancing   or   drushodreaming)
the  teacher,  a  professional  dancer
and  choreographer,  had  the  group
read  together  the  Biblical  portion
Kor¢fe  concerning  the  rebellion  of
Korah   and   others   against   Moses
and   the   affirmation    of   Aaron's
priesthood  through  the  blossoming
of an almond branch.

After  the   reading,   the   teacher
moved  the  group  outdoors  onto  a
small  open  field,  led  some  simple
movement exercises and then asked
everyone  in  the  group  to  `become'
some   character   from   the   Korczfe
portion  (human,  animate,  or inani-
mate -the  almond branch,  Moses,
the  mouth  of  the  earth  that  swal-
lowed Korah,  etc).

Each  person  was  to  find  a  com-
fortable place in the field and begin
through  any combination of mime,
gesture,  dance,  chant and words to
express the character s/he had cho-
sen,    intermittently    chanting    the
character's  name:  `Korah!  Korah!'
`Almond branch!' and so on. When-

ever the  actor had  `had  enough'  of
one character, s/he was to move to a
different place and become a differ-
ent character.  Actors could,  if they
chose, interconnect with each other .
-  `Korah'  with  `the  mouth  of  the



earth', for example -but were not
required to do so.

Then  the  enactment  of the  por-
tion began and went on for about 30
minutes.  Since  there  was  no  time
sequence but all and any part of the
portion was enacted in any order or
simultaneously according to the in-
dividual  desires  of  the  actors,  the
reenactment  was  more  like  a  coll-
ective  dream  than  a  drama.  After
about  30  minutes,  the  teacher  en-
ded   the   reenactment   and   led   a
discussion   of  what  had  just  hap-
pened.   Not   only   did   individuals
report   an   extraordinary   sense   of
understanding more deeply various
aspects of the portion but the group
as  a whole  noticed  and  reported  a
sense  that  out  of the  seeming  dis-
order of the reenactment emerged a
different order - one governed not
by  the  chronology  of  the  portion
but  by  a  reordered  `psychological
chronology'.     For    example,     the
group found itself moving together,
late in the reenactment, to become
a forest of blossoming almond bran-
ches  -   an   effort,   the   individuals
reported, to affirm life and fruitful-
ness  after  a  searing  set  of  encoun-
ters    with    frustration,    pain    and
death.

In this enactment, as well as in a
number of others, actors who chose
to become `God' reported later that
their  previous  semi-stated  theolog-
ical assumptions were shaken by the
experience.    God   often   came   to
seem  almost  powerless,  unable  to
reshape   and   channel   the   intense
interactions  of other participants -
sometimes reduced only to the role
of   comforter,   as   in   rubbing   the
shoulders  of a Leah  deeply pained
by  Jacob's   rejection   and   Laban's
manipulation.   `The   pain   of  God'
was  often  reported  -  arising  from
God's  witnessing  of  His/Her  crea-
tures'   own   creation   of   injustice,
hunger,  etc.,  and God's inability to
change   the   situation   -   even   by
direct intervention and exhort.ation.
Medium  as  Message:  Another way
to   embody  the   life-experience   of
the   rorofe   readers   in   the   Torczfe
itself  is  to  understand  the  readers'
own   emotional   responses   to   the
texts they are reading as a reflection
of  the  inner  meaning  of  the  texts
themselves.

One  example  of  a  powerful  text
to approach in this way is the Sofczfo
chapter   (IVL4mbers   5)   on   how   to
respond  to  the  jealousy  of  a  hus-
band  who,   without   evidence,   ac-

cuses  his  wife  of  adultery.   Many
groups will explode - some readers
out  of  a   scornful   sense   that   the
passage     is    sexist,     superstitious,
magical, irrational and others from
a sense that the text is holy, truthful
at  some   deeper  level,   not   to  be
ignored  or  scorned.  Let  the  explo-
sion   gather   force.   Then   ask   the
students   to   reexamine   these   ex-
phostIve reidyctioris  in  the  light  of the
fex£.  Were  they  becoming  `part  of
the  story'   -  quarrelling,   like  the
Sof¢fe     and     her     spouse,      over
jealousies  and  ang?rs  that  no  evi-
dence  could  resolve?   Is  the  next
passage - on Nazarite status - or the
next - on  the  identical  gifts  of the
twelve tribe leaders to the sanctuary
-  written  so  as  to  soothe  the  tur-
moil?  What  is  the  relationship  be-
tween   message    and   medium   in
Torah?  Can  Torah  CTeach  out'  to
create the effects in its readers that
it wishes or is  Tor¢fe `self-recreated'
in readers' responses?

This approach to m!.dr¢sfe-making
bears  some  analogies  to  a  classical
kczbbcz/isfz.c  understanding  of  the  re-
lations  between  human  action  and
ror¢fo.    Primordially,    said    some
K¢bb¢/ists, the Torah was encoded
in    a    steady    stream    of    letters
(perhaps even arranged in an order
different  from  the   rorczfe  that  we
know).     This     primordial     To7'¢fo
underwent a reshaping when Adam
and   Eve   ate   from   the   Tree   of
Knowing  Good  and  Evil.  Not  only
did  the  ror¢fo  itself  then  begin  to
describe   that   very   choice   in   the
Garden  but  also  it  describes  only
then   all   the   mz.fzvoJ   that   human
beings must obey in order to walk a
holy   path   in   the   world   outside
Eden.   If  the   ror¢fe   can   be   con-
ceived as shifting its form and word
in  response  to the  choices  and  act-
ion   of   human   beings,   then   the
meaning  of  ror¢fo  can  be  under-
stood   to   grow   in   part   from   the
responses  of  human  beings  to  its
texts.

Aliyadrush:   This   fusion   of   indi-
vidual  life-path,   rorffe  study  and
prayer was  developed  by  the  P'#cH.
Or Religious Fellowship in its prac-
tice and then encoded in its innova-
tive     guide     to     Sfoczbbczj-morning
prayer , Or Chadash (New  Lighi)..

In   traditional   synagogues,    the
sz.drcz (Torczfe portion) is divided into
seven sections and seven individuals
are honoured by being called up to
bless  God  for  the  rorafe.  In  Heb-
rew,  the  word  cz/I.);¢fe  means  `going

up' or being called up to the Torczfo.
Some  communities   using   Or  Cfe¢-
dasfe may wish to follow this practice.
Jewish  Renewal  communities,  how-
ever,  have  developed  a  variety  of
customs   for   reading   the    Tor¢fe.
Your community may wish to experi-
ment with  some  of the  approaches
described below.

For the most part, Jewish Renew-
al   communities   do   not   read   the
entire    weekly   sz.dr¢,    but   rather
choose   a   particular   narrative   or
section of laws from the sz.dr¢.  The
rorczfe  reader  prepares  in  advance
to  chant  or  read  this  part  of  the
s!.drcz.  The  section  may be  chanted
aloud or read dramatically from the
rorflfe scroll.

One way to  deal with czJz.yof is to
decide   how   many   there   will   be
(usually three on an ordinary Sfe¢b-
bczf  in  which  we  do  not  read  the
entire sjdrcz) and what each cz/I.y¢fe is
for.  Generally, we look at the sz.drcz
and choose three passages that bear
themes that speak to us.  Then,  we
connect the czJz.yczfe to the message of
those verses.

For example, in reading the sz.czr¢
on crossing the Red Sea, we might
call   for   one   cz/i.yczfo    all   who    are
hesitating whether to  choose  a rna-
jor change in their lives and need a
blessing  of  discernment  and  cour-
age  to  choose;  for  a  second,  those
who are in stormy mid-passage and
need   a   blessing   of   strength   and
perseverence; for a third, those who
have crossed and need a blessing of
fulfilment  and  joy.   For  a  section
about  kczsferztf ,   we  might  have  an
cz/I.yafe for people who need blessing
for finding a k¢sfe7`wf that works for
their bodies and their ethics as well
as their spirits.

People,  then,  choose  theinselves
to   come   up   for   each  cz/I.yczfo   as   it
connects  with  them:   once,   twice,
three times, or not at all. After each
cz/z.}Jflfe,  the  leader  makes  a  mz.-sfee-
bcz.rczkh (special blessing) beginning
with the traditional Hebrew formu-
1a   and   continuing   ex   fempore   in
English  to  evoke  the  blessings  that
seem needed.

11. Embodying Prayer
The embodiment of God through

new  forms  of  prayer  -  somewhat
more radical in feeling and in theo-
logy than the embodiment of Tor¢fe
-is being explored,chiefly by P'"tl!.
Or, exploring paths first charted by
Rabbi   Zalman   Schachter.   Its   Or
Cfeczdczsfe   guide   to  prayer  emerges



from    a    conscious    understanding
that many members of our generat-
ion  can  respond  to  the  One  with
much   more   ease   and   passion   by
using   `immanent'   images   of   God
like    Breath    of    Life,    Rzjczch    fecz-
O/flm,   rather   than   `transcendent'
images     like     King     (A4eJckfe     fecz-
O/¢m),    Father,    Lord,    or    even
Mother.

This   goes   deeper   than   specific
words.   Or  Cfeczcz¢sfe  begins  with  a
passage loosely translated from the
work of Rebbe Menachem Nahum
of Chernobyl:
What is the world?
The world is God,
Wrapped in robes of God
So as to appear to be material.
And who are we?
We too are God,
Wrapped in robes of God,
And our task is to unveil the robes
And so dis-cover
That we and all the world are God.

What  P'7!oz.  Or has  found  is  that
many  Jews  in  regular  synagogues
who  have  been  using  older  images
of  God  and  older  ways  of praying
because  they  knew  of  no  alterna-
tive, feel new life in themselves and
their community when they experi-
ment   with   P'#¢z.   Or's   approach.
Some  find  it  especially  helpful  to
address God in English or Hebrew
as Wellspring,  Source  of Life,  Life
of  the V\lor\ds,  Chat  ha-Olamim  -
and especially as `Breath of Life' or
with the actual breathing of a word-
less Name,  `Yyyyhhhhwwwwhhh' or
`Yahh'.  In congregations where the

traditional   melodies   and   rhythms
are   well-known,   some   prefer   to
treat  them  more  or  less  as  lulling
mantras.   In   congregations   where
Hebrew   is   fairly   unfamiliar,   the
desire   for   more   acceptable   cog-
nitive  meaning  and  the  desire  for
mantras  have  sometimes  found  a
successful synthesis  in  the  chanting
of English.
Dance as Part of Prayer: When the
Temple  stood,  the  Levites  danced
on  such  occa,s±ous  aLs  simchat  belt
fecz-sfeoet;cfe   (the   festival   of   water
drawing) , during Sz4kkof. The sacri-
fices   themselves   involved   a   good
deal of bodily exertion, from which
the  shaking  of the  /w/¢v  (palm)  on
Sz/kkof still  survives.

Several parts of a traditional Jew-
ish service lend themselves to using
dance and gesture to  `embody'  the
meaning  of  the  words.   Most  ob-
vious is birkot hashachar, the bless-
ings of dawn.  Originally these were
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said  at  home  -  when  indeed  the
cock-crow was first heard,  the eyes
opened,  the feet set upon the  solid
floor and  so  on.  In  the  synagogue,
these   are   usually   said   with   little
effort   to   reexperience  the  body's
reawakening.

One    way    to     embody    these
prayers is to ask each congregant in
the   dczvi;c#z.ng   circle   to   create   a
gesture  on  the  spot  that  expresses
each  of  the  blessings  and  then  foi
the  whole  congregation  to  imitate
this gesture.  (The introductory for-
mula  of  the  blessing  can  have  its
own  gesture,   rhythmically  repeat-
ed). These gestures can be repeated
-first one, then two, then three and
so  on  until  the  congregation has  in
effect  created  a  unique  dance  for
that one morning.

In   other   parts   of   the   service,
preplanned   simple   line   or   circle
dances can be guided by the sfe/I.cfeczf
fzz.bbwr   (prayer   leaders)   in   ways
that   encourage   spiritual   opening.
Passages that celebrate the renewal
of  breath  in  the  morning  can  be-
come breathing exercises.
Dialogue/Encounter     as     Part     of
Prayer:   Traditional  Jewish  prayer
has included the chanting of psalms
at  various  points  in  the  different
services.     Since    the    Psalms    are
addressed   directly   to   God,   they
offer  an  important  opportunity  to
affirm  the  embodiment  of  God  in
the community of d¢wc#crs.

P'#czz. Or has taken this opportun-
ity by  arranging  that  once  or twice
in  each  service,  a  psalm  is  read  in
dialogue  by  pairs  of people  within
the mz.ny¢".

Typically,  the  leader  of  services
will  choose  one  of  the  psalms  and
ask the community to divide quickly
into   pairs   of  people   sitting   near
each other.

The  leader  will  suggest  that  one
person in each couple reads the first
verse of the psalm silently,  absorbs
it  and  thinks  how  s/he  wishes  to
express    something   close   to    this
thought in his or her own words.

Then  s/he will face  the  `spark  of
God' in the other partner to say the
new  thought  aloud.  (In  effect,  the
new  thought  is  a  mz.dr¢sfe  on  the
written  content  of the  psalm).  The
second partner pays full attention to
what  the  first  one  says  and  then
turns  back  to  the  printed  page  to
absorb   the   second   verse   of   the
psalm   and   do   the  same  work  of
mz.drasfez.c   transmutation   -   taking
into   account   both   what   s/he   has

already  heard   and  what  the  text
says. Now s/he in turn addresses the
first partner.

This  process  continues  until  the
psalm is completed.

For many participants, the psalm
comes   alive  with  meaning  in  the
present    and    the    movement    of
thought  and  feeling  that  is  charac-
teristic of most psalms becomes far
more intelligible than emerges from
a   more-or-less    rote    reading.    In
addition,   by   addressing   a   human
partner as God and being addressed
as   God,   many   participants   find
themselves spiritually moved in new
Ways.

Similar   emotional   and   spiritual
changes  grow  from  a  similar  prac-
tice   at   the   time   of   the   B¢r'cfez4,
when  in  principle  a  disorderly  col-
lection   of   individuals   becomes   a
community   of  prayer,   or   at   the
Sfe'77t¢ which celebrates the Unity of
God. Members of the mz.#}J¢# pause
before  reciting  one  of these  passa-
ges  to  look  with  care  around  the
prayer  circle,  looking  at  each  face
with  the  silent  affirmation,  `This...
is the face of God.  And this...  and
this...  and  this'.

Politics as Part of Prayer: The Sfe¢/-
om  Centre  has  been  exploring  the
creation   of   public   liturgies   that
address  public  policy  -  especially
the protection of the Earth from the
dangers of nuclear holocaust, global
warming,   or   other   major   catas-
trophes.   Because   these   questions
address  the  nature  of  Unity,   the
inter-related web  of life,  more  ob-
viously  than  many  others,  address-
ing    them    through    prayer    has
seemed  less  of a  transgression  into
the nakedly and narrowly political.

What is the relationship between
prayer  and  public  action,  between
real  connection with  God  and  real
transformation   of  the   world,   be-
tween  true  dawcJcz.ng  and  true  fz.k-
kun olaml

Two comments of Rabbenu Abra-
ham Joshua Heschel:

The first he made at a conference
on liturgical renewal:

`Prayer is meaningless unless it is

subversive,  unless  it  seeks  to  over-
throw  and  to  ruin  the  pyramids  of
callousness,    hatred,    opportunism
and falsehood. The liturgical move-
ment must become  a revolutionary
movement,   seeking   to   overthrow
the  forces that  continue to  destroy
the promise, the hope, the vision'.

And the second he said when he
Continued on next page
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came back home from taking part in
a  civil  rights  march in  Selma,  Ala-
bama,    alongside    Martin    Luther
King,    Catholic    nuns,    Protestant
church   leaders   and   secular   civil
rights  activists:

`1 felt that my feet were praying' .

These  are  the  two  sides  of  the
question:

Is  it  possible   to   shape   liturgies
that    subvert    the    injustice,    war,
tyranny   and   exploitation   of   the
earth around us while also subvert-
ing  the  callousness,  hatred,  oppor-
tunism and falsehood within us?

Is   it   possible   to   shape   public
`political' acts in such a way that we

are praying?
So  far,   efforts   at  these  fusions

have   included   -   creating   a   pre-
Pesczcfe  Scdcr  against  `the  ultimate
Pharaoh'  at  the  US  government's
H-bomb  testing  facility  in  Nevada,
ending  with  a  walk-on  in  which  a
number   of   the   Scdcr   celebrants
were  arrested;  using  at the  base  of
the US  Capitol building during the
Gulf   War   a   basically   traditional
liturgy  for  the   calling   of  a   fcz'cz#jf
fz!.bbwr,   a  public  fast   in   times   of
such  calamities  as  war.   The  cere-
mony  included   draping  the   Sc/cr
Torczfo in sackcloth and ashes, blow-
ing   the   sfeo/czr   and   reading   from
Torczfo,  Prophets  and  modern  Jew-
ish     poets;     celebrating     Hosfecz#cz
Rczbbcz (seventh day of Swkkof), the
beating of willows on the earth and
the   chanting   of   prayers   for   the
protection of the Earth from plague
and famine, on the banks of a river
endangered by pollution.

In these events, the medium and
the  message  fused.  As  one  partici-
pant said,  `If earth is  sp.irit,  politics
is  prayer'.  And  it  became  clear  in
such  actions  that  the  Divine  inter-
vention the prayers were imploring
would  have  to  include  human  ac-
tion.   God   was   no   longer   totally
separate from human beings.
Eco-Kashrut as an Aspect of Politic-
al  Action:  The  Institute  for  Jewish
Renewal,   a   `seed-bank'   for   life-
giving   Jewish   innovation   that   is
sponsored  by  P'#czI.  Or,  has  devel-
oped the Eco-Kosher Project. It has
brought   together   leaders   of   the
varied   strands   of   American   syna-
gogue life to apply standards derived
from  Torczfe  to  the  daily  practice  of
individuals  and  organisations  in  re-
gard   to   interfaces   between   AcZczm
(humanity)  and Adczmafe  (the earth)
- not  only  choices  of what  food  to
buy   but   also   what   paper   goods,
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what  sources  of  energy,  where  to
invest money,  etc.
Wrestling  with  the  Future:  In  the
organisational life of the movement
for  Jewish   renewal,   probably  the
most  important  task  left  undone  is
the   exploration   of   new   ways   of
raising   money   that    could    come
much closer to embodying God and
Torczfe  in the  money process.

In   the   mid-1970s,   there   was   a
small  wave  of the  founding of `fzc-
dczkczfo  collectives'  -  groups  of  fif-
teem    to     twenty-five    Jews    who
gathered  periodically  to  study  the
needs   of  the   Jewish   and   general
worlds,  to  study  and  sometimes  to
go      beyond     traditional     Jewish
teachings about f.zeczczkczfo and make
collective  decisions  about where  to
give a previously agreed percentage
of their incomes.

Most  of  the  fzccz¢kczfe  collectives
founded   then   are   still   alive   but
these groups have not caught on as
well  as  the  feczvLfrof for  Torczfo  study
or d¢wc;7z.#g. It has already become
clear  that  as  efforts  toward  Jewish
renewal  have spread  and its practi-
tioners    have    sought    institutional
bases, salaries, etc,. to do this work
in a full-time and more stable way,
they  have  had  to  go  to  more  con-
ventional  funding sources - especi-
ally  rich  individuals  or  foundations
that  have   themselves   become   in-
terested   in  Jewish  renewal.   Even
though   the   number   of   such   less
conventional sources has increased,
it   lags   behind   the   emergence   of
creative projects that require fund-
ing.

What  is  a  more  basic  problem,
both  intrinsic  and  practical,  is  that
total  dependence  on  such  sources
could  come  to  undermine  the  very
values  and  visions  with  which  the
movement  for  Jewish  renewal  be-
gan.

The Sfec/cz Fund has begun work-
ing toward a new  `Torczfe of money'
that  could  address  such  problems
for our generation.
Problems in the Embodiment of God:

Several    objections    have    been
raised  to  the  changes  in  theology
and  liturgy  that  have  characterised
the  movement  for  Jewish  renewal.
(There have also been objections to
some of the organisational innovat-
ions  but  those  stem  pretty  clearly
from  concerns  among  some  more
established     Jewish     organisations
that   their   power   might    decline.
These   worries   have   mostly   been
blunted  by  the  simultaneous  sense

that the Jewish renewal groups are
reinvolving fallen-away Jews or are
newly involving non-Jews in Jewish
life with an intensity and caring that
few   of  the   older  institutions   can
match).

What  are the  main objections in
the arenas of theology and liturgy?

First,   that  the  new  approaches
and   symbols   are   `not   Jewish'   -
either because they are just too new
and   break   with   accepted   Jewish
practice, or because they echo other
traditions too much -especially that
they  seem  too  pantheist  or panen-
theist,  too  Buddhist,   or  even  t`oo
incarnational    and    therefore    too
Christian.

There do not seem to have been
many public dialogues around these
questions.     Informally,     as     these
issues  arise,  people  in  the  Jewish
renewal movement tend to respond
to these concerns at three levels:

1)  Some  claim  that  these  images
are not so new as many assume.  In
Kabbalah  and  Hassidut  espectaLlly ,
Jews  have  explored  such  ideas  and
used   such   metaphors   before.   To
many they seem like an unexpected
but reasonable fusion of Mordechai
Kaplan's    `transnaturalist'    Recon-
structionism,  with  images from  the
days   of  H¢ssz.dz.c   upheaval   in   the
18th  century  and  one  undoubtedly
new element -feminist spirituality.

2)  Some  suggest  that  the  Jewish
people    and    Judaism    are    going
through  an  upheaval  and  transfor-
nation as profound as the one that
shaped   and   was   shaped   by   the
Tcz/777L!d, as the rabbis tried to digest
Hellenism  into   rorafo  rather  than
either  rejecting  or  surrendering  to
Hellenism.  According  to  this  mod-
el,  in  the  last  few  centuries.  mod-
ernity has played the role Hellenism
played then.  On these assumptions,
it  would  be  neither  surprising  nor
outrageous to  find new  approaches
being explored as Jews sought new
`names'   and   ways   of   connecting

with God. As for those who dismiss
such ways of thinking as historicism
that  itself  denigrates  the  Eternal,
some        Jewish-renewal        people
answer that it is God that has veiled
Itself  from   our   access   in   the   old
ways,  God  Who  is  working  in  the
world to bring about these  changes
and therefore God Who is calling us
to create new forms of contact.

3)  Some  simply  say that it  is  not
surprising that the new forms might
remind some people of other tradit-
ions,  because  God  is  after  all  One
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and  Universal.  Although  there  are
and will continue to be many differ-
ences  in  the  ways  Jews  approach
that One God from the ways Christ-
ians, Buddhists and Native Americ-
ans  do,  there  are  also  likely  to  be
some  similarities  as  different  com-
munities     try     to     overhear     and
approach the One Truth.

Critics often raise one more con-
cern -perhaps the most important:
that  a  God  `embodied'  in  the  uni-
verse is less likely to demand of us a
constant  transcendence  of the  pre-
sent  state  of things.  If whatever is,
is Divine - who will need to change
Hm

But the notion  of fz.kkw#  o/¢m  in
the  K¢bb¢/czfe is  not  so  static.  Even
those   who   said   God,   Israel   and
Torczfe  were  One  did  not  think  we
could  forget  about  doing  the  mz.fz-
vof that would  repair the  shattered
vessel.  (They simply said that God,
rorczfo and Israel were all shattered,
needed healing).

The main question,  in the model
of the movement for Jewish renew-
al,  is  what  these  mz.fzvoz  are  -  in
principle  and in  practice.  If God is
embodied   in   the   world,   then   in
principle  the  mz.fzvo/  are  not  com-
mands  issued  by  a  Commander  but
the co##ecfz.our that themselves heal
the  shattered  world.  (The  Aramaic
usage   of   fzz.vwz.,   the   root   beneath
mz.fzvczfe,  points in this  direction.)

And  in  practice,  we  must  today
reexamine   whatever   have   in   the
past  traditionally  been  understood
as   77iz.fzt;of .    When   we   reexamine
them in the light of our own gener-
ation,    some   practices   that   once
seemed  to  heal  and  connect  may
today   seem   to   divide   more   than
they  connect  -  making  unbridge-
able chasms between human beings
and the earth, women and men, gay
and  lesbian  Jews  and  heterosexual
Jews,  or Jews  and non-Jews.  After
looking  with   great   care,   we   may
conclude  that  some  specific  practi-
ces harm the Unity more than they
heal   the   Unity.   If  so,   then   with
respect  we  must  decide  that  in  our
own   day   these   specifics   are   not
77?I.fzvof ,   whatever   they   were   be-
fore.   They   have   instead   become
¢t;ez.rof    -    transgressions    against,
fragmentations of,  the Holy One.

From  this  standpoint,  there  are
`lower'  and  `fuller'  versions  of  im-

manence.  Although  it  is  true  that
whatever  exists  is  Divinity,  it  may
be Divinity in its reduced and shat-
tered   state.   It   remains   our   task
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through conscious action to lift this
Divinity from merely being All (fefl-
ko/)  to  its  fuller  level  of  conscious
Harmony  (sfecz/om).

In   this   way,   God's   Body  -  of
which  we  are  all  part  -  becomes
most  fully  God's  Body  only  when
we seek to  know and act  as part of
itl
ALrtl"r `Nashow lives in Philadelphia.  He is a
Fellow  of  the  Institute  for  Jewish  Renewal,
director  of The  Shalom  Center,  co-editor  of
Now Menolah  and  the  author  of Godwrest-
ling, Seasons of Our Joy, These Holy Sparks`
and many  other works  of Jewish renewal.

Continued from page 15
into   being,    it   has   confronted
generation      after      generation.
Each   generation   must   struggle
with  the  Bible  in  its  turn  and
come to terms with it. The gener-
ations  are by no  means  ready to
listen to what the book has to say
and  to  obey  it.  They  are  often
vexed  and  defiant,  nevertheless,
the preoccupation with this book
is part of their life and they face
it in the  real world'  (p.  16).
But  for  Fackenheim,  Buber  ass-

umes a continuity between the gen-
erations that can no longer be taken
for  granted.  Two  events  stand  be-
tween  the   `man'   of  Buber's  time
and  the  Jew of today,  both  named
after places:  `One is Auschwitz, the
other Jerusalem', the Sfeoczfe and the
creation of the State of Israel.

What  happens  when  we  re-read
familiar Bible  stories  in  the  light of
these  two  events?  Fackenheim  be-
gins with the crossing of the Re(e)d
Sea, which is triumphantly recorded
in the Song at the Sea (Exodus  15).
It  ends  with  the  certainty  of God's
triumphant  rescue  of  Israel  -  but
the  book  of  Exodus  continues  im-
mediately  with  the  episodes  in  the
desert where  the  children  of Israel
found    either    bitter    waters    they
could  not  drink  or  none  at  all  and
they    complained    to    Moses    and
God.   At   one  time,   says   Facken-
heim, we could side with Moses and
God against such ungrateful people
so  recently saved from destruction.
But today, with the visions of starv-
ing children in Africa, and for Jews,
with  the  memory  of  our  own  chil-
dren starving to death and murder-
ed in the streets of Warsaw, we find
ourselves  arguing  w!.ffe  the  people
czgaz.#s/ Moses and God.  Where was
the  rescue  that  we  could  so  often
celebrate  in  the  past?  How  can  we
read  these  stories  anymore  in  the

same  way  as  if  nothing  had  hap-
pened?

Moreover,   other   books   of   the
Bible which in the past had seemed
somewhat  peripheral,  now take  on
a shocking new relevance - in parti-
cular  the  Book  of  Esther,  with  its
description  of the near genocide of
the  Jewish  people  at  the  hands  of
Haman. Iri Esther, God never even
appears,  so  that  instead  of  Divine
intervention,  mere  `chance'  seems
to determine Israel's fate.  Even the
triumphant   ending  of  that  Book,
with  the  hanging  of Haman's  sons,
his  children,  cannot be  accepted in
the  same  way  by  a  generation  that
has witnessed the killing of our own
children.

Fackenheim's  other  main  theme
is a criticism of the radical failure of
Christianity  at  the  time  of  Jewish
need  and  the way  in  which  a  post-
Sfeoczfe  Christian  theology  has  also
failed  to  rethink  its  relationship  to
the Jewish people.  Thus both Jews
and    Christians    must    re-examine
their  relationship  to  the  Bible  and
in  doing  so  together  there  may  be
new possibilities to meet across the
abyss between them, the children of
the suffering Job and the children of
Haman.

This  short  book  is  at  once  chal-
lenging and disturbing.  It moves us
out  of  the  world  of  the  academy
where  the  other  two  belong,  into
real life, where the Bible,  once the
source  of comfort  and  consolation,
becomes     almost     demonic.     The
sheer power and terror of its stories
come  chillingly  alive  in  a  different
way,   turned  inside  out  by  recent
Jewish history. In fact, so disturbing
is  Fackenheim's   reading  that   one
wants to ignore it and return to the
security  and  hope  of  the  preiwar
`man'   of  Martin   Buber  -  though

knowing that to do so is an evasion.
Paradoxically,  though  Fackenheim
sees Buber's view as superseded by
these  events,  his words  can  also be
as relevant today, even if they need
to be experienced in  a more  highly
charged way.

`The    generations    are    by    no

means ready to listen to what the
book  has  to  say  and  to  obey  it;
they are often vexed and defiant,
nevertheless,  the  preoccupation
with this book is part of their life
and   they   face   it   in   the   real
world'|

Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Magonet !.s Prz.#cJ.pa/
of  Leo   Baeck  College.   His  most  recent
book,  A  Rabbl's  Bible,  is  published  by
SCM  Press.
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A MATTER OF CRAZY FORM
AS    PROFESSIONAL

translators, my wife and I
have had the opportunity

to  observe  at first hand  dozens  of
official  Israeli  documents - birth,
marriage   and   death   certificates,
army records and certificates of all
kinds  from  every  ministry.   Time
and   time   again   we   have   been
struck    by    frequent    absurdities
which  could  rank  with  any  of the
traditional    stories    of   the    `wise
men'  of Chelm.

We  are not veteran Israelis  and
have  heard  from  those  who  have
been   here   for   decades   that   the
bureaucracy   has   improved.   It   is
hard   for   us   to   observe   this   im-
provement and easy to understand
the  complaints   of  fellow   immig-
rants,  not only from the  relatively
benign   `Anglo-Saxon'   world  -  a
term   I   used   to   think   downright
silly  but  one  which  I   appreciate
today -but even from today's o/!.in
(immigrants)  from  the  Soviet  Un-
ion who should be totally immune
to   bureaucratic   stupidity.   Time
and  time  again  I  have  read  about
proposals  to  `streamline'  the  sys-
ten   and   eliminate   the  waste   of
time, energy and paper involved in
procedures  which  most  American
observers can probably only recog-
nize   if   they   have   read   Kafka's
novels.   As   a   prime   example,   I
present  the  Hebrew  original  and
my translation of an official docu-
meTnhtefro°rTgftnha:¥ofcnjs:reyn:ieHa::]tt±;

seal  of the  State  of Israel  and  the
title   of  the   Ministry   of   Health,
Department    of   Dental    Health,
Jerusalem.   It  is  titled  `Approval'
and bears the name and I.D. num-
ber of the student who has passed
the  required  examinations  to  be-
come a dental assistant. The docu-
ment categorically states that `You
are entitled to be recognised as an
authorised    dental    assistant'.    In
other words it is not a letter but an
official   approval   permitting   the
person  to  practise  in  the  profess-
ion  stated.

Within this approval, it states `If
you  desire  to  receive  approval  (is
there  someone  who  doesn't  want
to   receive   this   approval?)   as   an
authorised     assistant     from     the
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Ministry    of    Health    (the    same
Ministry  which  issued  the  original
`Approval'), you must apply to the

office  of  the  Ministry  of  Health
near  the  place  of  your  residence
(no   address   or   office   hours   are
given)   and   bring   this   document
with you signed in the appropriate
place    (it    is    signed    already,    of
course, by the .appropriate author-
ity in the appropriate place on the
document), together with a photo-
copy,   two   passport-size   pictures
and   your   identity   card   (perhaps
the clerk in  the  local  health office
branch   will   not   accept   that   the
bearer's      I.D.      number     which
appears  on  the  original  document
is   accurate)   and   fill   out   a   form
applying for  recognition  as  an  au-
thorised  assistant.

What  then  is  the  original  docu-
ment titled `Approval' and bearing

the  official  seals,  signatures,  I.D.
number    and    file    number,    one
might   ask?   The   answer,   as   any
veteran  Israeli  knows,  is  that  this
document   is   just   the   first   step,
allowing you to ask the authorities
for  actual  permission  to  do  what
they already say you are entitled to
do.  If  this  strikes  you  as  absurd,
you are  obviously  a foreigner o`r a
newcomer.

In  its  defence,  it  must  be  said
that  the  system  has  created  work
for the official in the local office of
the  Health  Department  -  if  you
can  find  him/her  -  the  transport-
ation   industry  to   get  you  there,
photographers,    the    printers    of
official forms, photocopy machine
owners and translators!.

Dr.  Norman  Berdichevsky  I.I  a grczdztofc  o/
the   University   of   Wisconsin.   An   editor,
translator  and  freelance  writer,  he  lives  in
Israel where he speaks not only Hebrew and
English   but   has   mastered  six   other   lang-
uages.
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Eric Brothers

IWAS RESEARCHING THE
Herbert Baum group, an anti-
fascist.  German-Jewish  resist-

ance  organisation  during  the  Third
Rcz.cfe   and   wanted   to   visit   Berlin
before  completing  my  book  manu-
script.  I had applied for grants and
other    sponsorship    from    a    few
American  Jewish  organisations  but
received  nothing.  Perhaps  the  idea
of Jews  fighting  back -  resisting  -
against the Nazis was not the image
those people wanted conveyed.  So,
during the summer of 1987, I wrote
to   two   Germans   who   might   be
willing  to  help   me  get  to   Berlin:
Helmut Kohl and Erich Honecker.

I  was  sent  a  polite  refusal  from
Kohl's personal secretary but heard
nothing   from   Honecker.   Months
later  I  received  a  message  on  my
telephone   answering   machine.   It
was  from  Peter Vincenz,  the  Press
and  Culture  representative  at  the
East  German  embassy in Washing-
ton  DC.  He  said  that  my  letter  to
Honecker had resulted in an official
invitation  to  East  Berlin  from  the
GDR Anti-fascist Resistance  Com-
mittee  (Antifa),  the national resist-
ance veterans'  organisation.

During a meeting with Vincenz in
New  York  about  a  week  later,  he
told   me   how   my  invitation   came
about. Honecker had both my letter
and   a   published   article   I   wrote
about  the  Baum  group  that  I  sent
him   in   translation.   After   reading
them,   he   spoke   to   the   national
leader of Antifa in order to arrange
for  me  to  visit  East  Berlin  for  six
days.

But  why  would  Erich  Honecker
want  to   help  'me  research  Jewish
resistance   to   Nazism?    Honecker
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himself  was  a  leading  Communist
youth   functionary   and   resistance
fighter who worked in the Saarland
and  Berlin.   Arrested  in   1935,   he
spent   ten   years   in   Nazi   prisons.
During  his  regime  (1971-1989),  he
placed  a  special  emphasis  on  hon-
ouring    resistance    fighters,    both
Jews and non-Jews.

Armed   with   special   visas   from
the  GDR  embassy,  my  wife  and  I
entered East Berlin on July 4,1988.
After  taking  a  West  Berlin  bus  to
Kochstrasse   and   Friedrichstrasse,
we  went  through  the   Checkpoint
Charlie.

`Hello,   Mr.   Brothers.   Welcome

to   Berlin!   said   Gunter   Prager,   a
Jewish-Communist  survivor  of  the
Baum group and member of Antifa.
A border guard buzzed us through a
heavy metal gate and we now stood
in East Berlin. Prager had a car and
driver waiting for us and we sped off
to our hotel, Gasthaus Johannishof,
a government-run establishment for
official visitors. A number of Volvo
limousines  -  the   symbol   of  East
German opulence - were parked in
front.    After   meeting    two    other
Antifa  members,  Dr.  Arno  Graef
and    Baum    group    veteran    Otto
Wendt,  we  all  took  a  walk  down
U#fer   dc#   Lz."cze#,   East   Berlin's
main  boulevard,  until  we  reached
the   Marx-Engels-Platz.   RIght   off
the street stood an elevated concrete
block  entitled  Sovz.cf  Pczrczd!.se;  this
marked the site where twelve Baum
group  members  set  off homemade
explosives  at  an  anti-Soviet  exhibi-
tion  staged  by  the  Nazis.   Shortly
after this act of sabotage, Baum and
most of his comrades and friends in
the  resistance  were  arrested,  tort-

ured,   put   on   trial   and   executed.
Wendt placed a bunch of flowers on
top of the monument and we stood
there thinking about Baum.

The  next  day  was  the  emotional
highlight  of my visit to East  Berlin
and of the whole of my Baum group
project.  Gunter picked us up in the
morning   and   we   headed   towards
the Weissensee district of Berlin.  A
residential    and    industrial     area,
Weissensee  looked  like  the  Berlin
of the Weimar Republic. We turned
down    Herbert-Baum-Strasse    and
drove   about   five   blocks   until   we
reached  a  cul-de-sac.  This  was  the
eritranc,e to the juedische Friedhof -
Jewish  cemetery  -  where  Herbert
Baum was laid to rest. We passed a
monument  honouring  those  killed
during  the  Holocaust  and  entered
the   cemetery   grounds.   The   first
grave we saw was Herbert Baum's.
Covered     with     flowers,     Baum's
headstone  towers  above  the  others
in   this,   the   newer  section   of  the
cemetery. The inscription read sim-
ply: `Herbert Baum. Born February
10,  1912.  Murdered  June  11,  1942.
He    was    an     exemplary    fighter
against  war  and  fascism'.   On  the
reverse of the headstone is a memo-
rial   to  27  other  group   members,
both  Jews  and  non-Jews,  including
his wife Marianne, who were execu-
ted by the Nazis. It reads, `They fell
in  the  struggle  for  peace  and  free-
dom'   and  states  their  ages  at  the
time  of  their  death.  The  youngest
was nineteen.  Gunter found a glass
vase   in   which   he   placed   the   red
flowers  he  had  brought.   I   said   a
silent prayer for Herbert Baum and
thought back to 1984, when I began
my research.  At that time I vowed
to come to Berlin and place flowers
on  his  grave.  The  three  of us  then
walked  around the  cemetery,  look-
ing    at   the   old   gravestones    and
mausoleums  that  were  overgrown
with trees, bushes and wild flowers.

My wife and I took walks around
East   Berlin    almost   every   night.
What  shocked  us  was  the  almost
total absence  of people.  It was like
strolling   through    a   massive    and
abandoned   movie   set.   We   came
across an occasional member of the
Vo/kspo/I.zez. - people's police - but
that was all. Walking along the river
Spree  past  the  Museum  Island,  we
saw  signs  of  the  shelling  of  Berlin
during   the   war.    Many   buildings
were  still  pock-marked with  shrap-
nel.    Pavements    and    streets    un-
changed since the Hitler years were
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also   disfigured   by   the   bombings.
We  were  walking  through  history.
Wide     cobblestone     streets     that
seemed  to  appear  out  of  nowhere
were  eerily  void  of  any  sound  ex-
cept  for  our  echoing  footsteps.  No
cars  or  buses  could  be  heard.  My
reaction  was   a  mixture  of  fascin-
ation,  fear and tranquillity.

One  evening  we  decided  to  see
the Brandenburg Gate at the end of
Unter   den   Linden.  It  was  aL  coot
summer's    night    and    the    breeze
whipped  through  the  Linden  trees
that  hovered  above  us.  The  Bran-
denburg Gate stood bathed in a hot
white  light  that  also  lit  up  the  sky.
The view was both  spectacular and
chilling.   I   was   leaning   against   a
chest-high metal gate which was, in
essence, part of the Berlin wall and
peered  west  toward  the  nco-classi-
cal  structure.  No  pedestrians  were
allowed past this point: this was the
`No  Man's  Land'  that  cut  through

the   heart   of   Berlin.   Two   beige
watchtowers   loomed   high   in   the
distance  above Linden trees near a
long white strip of concrete that was
the   Berlin   wall.   Nobody   walked
under    those    Linden    trees    and
smelled   their   beautiful   fragrance
after  the  rain  except  for  the  East
German border guards on patrol.  I
wondered  what  it  would  be  like  to
stroll  up  to  the  Brandenburg  Gate
and  to  touch  one  of  the  towering
columns.  Then  I  remembered  that
the   man   who   helped   me   get   to
Berlin  -  Eric  Honecker -  was  the
person who engineered the creation
of the Berlin wall and kept it stand-
ing  since  1961.

Gunter  Prager  brought  us  to  a
meeting   in   the   Treptow   district
where  I  found  myself sitting in the
front of a room with the handful of
survivors  of  the  Baum  group  who
lived  in  Berlin.  These  truly  heroic
people  worked with all  their might
and  heart  against  one  of  the  most
savage regimes in history.  They did
what  they  could  to  help  people  in
trouble,    to    organise    dissent,    to
show  what  good  people  were  cap-
able of doing during such a horrific
time.    To   see   what   commitment
really is,look at the German resist-
ance  fighters.  The  Jewish  resistors
had everything going  against them,
yet they had the spirit to fight back.
The   non-Jews   could   easily   have
followed the masses but knew it was
wrong   and   risked   everything   to
prove  as  much.   Over  half  of  the
people   in   that   room   in   Treptow
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were  Jewish  -  non-religious  Com-
munists   but   Jews   none   the   less.
After  what  had  happened  to  the
Jews  of Germany - including  their
families - they came back to Berlin
to rebuild their country.  Yes -ffecz.r
country.  They  were  Germans  and
Hitler   could   not   take   that   away
from   them.   They   told   me   their
experiences in those dark years.

A very special person in Treptow
that  day  was  Dr.  Margot  Pikarski.
She  organised  the  Herbert  Baum
division  of Antifa,  helping the  for-
mer  group  members  to  meet.  The
Baum group went through different
phases over the years and a number
of people  did  not  know  each  other
during the Third Rez.cfe.

A  small  group  of us  went  to  the
Charit6   hospital   to   visit   Herbert
Ansbach,   a   Baum   group   veteran
who was gravely ill. He had recently
received  his  third  pacemaker  and
was wearing a suit that, by now, was
far   too   large   for   him.   His   heart
disease    developed    from    the    in-
humane  treatment  he  endured  at
the  hands  of the  Gestapo  when  he
was  imprisoned  in  the   mid-1930s.
Herbert  Ansbach  was  one  of  the
leading      resistance      fighters      in
Baum's   circle   until   his   imprison-
ment and subsequent emigration to
Czechoslovakia  and  then  to  Eng-
land.  Since he was originally sched-
uled to be our guide,  I had brought
him  a small  gift:  a commemorative
set of American stamps from  1988.
He enjoyed receiving it, saying that
stamp  collecting was  the  one  thing
he    relished    from    the    `capitalist
days'.  He was not strong enough to
be  interviewed,  so  we  chatted  for
twenty minutes over a cup of tea in
the   hospital   cafeteria.    He   men-
tioned being a courier for `comrade
Honecker'   on   one   occasion   and
later  said  that  `seventeen  years  is
too long for Herr Honecker to be in
power'.  Ansbach  told  me  that  he
felt my work was very important to
help tell Americans the story of the
anti-fascist resistance.  After he was
taken  back  to  his  room,   his  wife
Vera told me that he had not worn a
suit  for  many  months.  She  felt  he
used   the   last   of   his   strength   in
anticipation   of   our   meeting.   He
died less than three weeks later.

What   impressed   me   the   most
about  these  people  was  their  dedi-
cation to remembering and honour-
ing the past. An important aspect of
their  work   in   Antifa   was  visiting
schools  and  giving  talks  to  student

groups.  Telling  people  what  really
happened  during  the  `time  of fasc-
ism',  as the Nazi regime was called
in   the   GDR,   was   something  the
Baum group  survivors did not take
lightly.  It  has  been  reported in  the
American  press  that  East  German
students  were  not  taught  properly
about the Third Rez.cfe or the Holo-
caust.   I  believe  that  this  is  simply
not true. The political point of view
was   different   from   that   of  West
Germany and the US but the infor-
mation was basically the same. The
Antifa members made sure that the
truth was known.

Gunter took us on a walking tour
through  one  of the  oldest  parts  of
East Berlin - Gipsstrasse,  Mulack-
strasse,   Oranienbtirgerstrasse   and
other  nearby  streets  where  many
Jews lived at one time. The building
on    Mulackstrasse    where    Gunter
was  born  still  showed  signs  of  the
bombing   and   needed   a   coat   of
paint.   But   its   interior   had   been
renovated  and  people  lived  there.
We   saw   a   former   Jewish   boys'
school   that   had   become   a   skills
training  school.  When  we  reached
Gipsstrasse,  the  street's  name  rang
a bell  and  I looked  it up  in a  book
on the resistance. Two Baum group
members,  Sala  and  Martin  Koch-
mann,  had  lived  at  Gipsstrasse  3.
We   walked   down   the   street   and
found it;  there was a plaque on the
building   that  recorded  the   Koch-
manns' life there. During the war it
was a Jewish children's home.  Now
it had become a music school.

The  synagogue  in  Oranienbtlrger-
strasse  was  gutted  by  fire  on  Krz.a-
/cz//#¢cfef,   November   9,   1938.   We
saw  it  as  it  appeared  after  the  fire
that  night  fifty  years  earlier.   The
dome  and  one  of  the  two  towers
were  missing,  the  gate  was  locked
and  the  windows  were  either  shat-
tered  or  missing.  The  only  differ-
ence   between  then  and  now  was
that  a  tree  was  growing  out  of the
space  where  the  dome  once  stood.
The East  German  government had
left  the  synagogue  standing  in  this
condition   as   a  stark   reminder  of
what Nazism represented. I felt as if
I were viewing a ruin  of a long-lost
civilization. But Gunter Prager, Ger-
man Jew and survivor,  stood beside
me.  Hitler decimated German-Jew-
ish  culture  but  did  he  destroy  it?
Prager and the other German Jews
who   came   `home'   like  to   believe
that they prove he  did not.

Continued on next page
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The   rematus   of   the   Neue   Synagoge,
gutted during Kristallnacht,  on
Orianenbiirger Strasse.

At  the  end  of  our  sixth  day  in
East   Berlin,   Gunter   brought   us
back to the  `border'  at  Checkpoint
Charlie.   Before   crossing   over   to
West  Berlin,  my  wife  and  I  gave
Gunter  a  big  hug.  I  felt  that  I  was
leaving   a   good   friend.    A   great
sadness   welled   over   me   at   that
moment but it was tempered by the
realization that I had met the survi-
vors of the Baum group in Berlin. I
had  walked  the  streets  that  Baum
and  the  others  had  walked  during
those  nightmare  years.  I  had  seen
where  they  lived  and  where  they
died.   Now   I   would   be   able   to
complete my book.

So  much  has  changed  since  my
trip to Berlin. Checkpoint Charlie is
gone.  The Berlin wall is gone.  The
German   Democratic   Republic   is
gone.  Even Erich Honecker, about
whom I have extremely mixed feel-
ings, is gone.  One of the staunchest
Stalinist    leaders   in   Europe    and
arguably  one  of  the  most  corrupt,
Honecker  cannot  be  forgiven  for
what he  did to  his country and  his
people.    But   without   Honecker's
help, I would never have been able
to  visit  Berlin.  I  find  it  ironic that
one  of the  most  feared  leaders  of
Eastern  Europe  enabled  me  to  re-
search Jewish resistance  during the
Third  Rez.ch,  when  American  Jew-
ish organisations were not willing to
help.  To  paraphrase  Shakespeare,
now there's the rub!.

Hric  Brothers  wr!tcs  o#  Germcz"-Jcwz.sfe  res-
istance,   the  Holocaust  and  East  Germany.
fJi.a   book,   Red   Flags   and   Yellow   Stars:
Jewish Resistance in Nazi Berlin j.s /orffecom-
ing from the Holocaust Library.
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ASK WITH  ONE

VOICE
David Young

F THERE  IS  ONE  SUBJECT
that  identifies  and  unites  Jews,
no  matter  what  their  personal

beliefs   are,   it  is  fzeczczk¢fe  -  right-
eousness  and  social  justice.  This  is
regarded   as   one   of   the   highest
ideals  in  Jewish  teaching  and  des-
cribed  as  `the  golden  thread  in  the
design  of  the  tapestry'  which  has
run  through  the  life  of  the  Jewish
people  from  its very beginnings.  It
is  therefore  not  altogether  surpris-
ing that wherever Jews have settled
they  have  set  about  creating  a  sys-
tern which  enabled  them  to  imple-
ment this central belief .

However,  the Jewish community
in this country is unique. There still
does not exist any formal or inform-
al system  for raising  and  allocating
funds in  a united and unified man-
ner. Instead we have only too often
fragmented our organisations furth-
er  rather  than  looked  seriously  at
how  we  can  all  work  more  closely
together   to   strengthen   our   com-
munity  at  a  time  of  demographic
decline.

There have been several attempts
to establish a structure which would
enable our community to determine
its   priorities,   centralise   efforts   in
fund-raising and to establish a more
equitable   system   of   allocation   to
meet the diverse requirements.

In  1983  an  effort was  made  by  a
group   of  leaders   to   carry   out   a
survey,  eventually  published  under
the    title    `Anglo-Jewry    Research

Project', whose brief was to  `exam-
ine  the  financial  affairs  so  that  we
can  begin  to  strengthen  our  com-
munity   rather   than    continue   to
watch passively its gradual decline'.

In  addition,  an  exercise was  car-
ried out which looked  at  all charit-
able bodies that raise money either
to satisfy needs within the commun-
ity  or  to  provide  funds  for  Israel.
The findings of this research project
touched  a  number  of  raw  nerves,
particularly  as  they  highlighted  the
proportion   of   money   being   ex-
pended   on   different   elements   of
need.

It  encouraged  my  late  brother,
Stuart, to issue his challenge to the
community,  `The  Case  for  Unity',
picking  up  some  of  the  statistical
and  financial  information  provided
by    the    research    project,    which
vividly  demonstrated  the  need  for
the  Jewish  welfare   institutions   to
begin to pull together.

At first it seemed as if there was
an opportunity for the concept and
philosophy   behind   the   `Case   for
Unity'  to be given some substance.
Sadly,  like  all  previous  initiatives,
communal politics ensured that the
reality was never to be.

A paper which I wrote,  that was
quoted  in  the  Jewz.sfe  Cfero77jcJc  to-
war-ds  the  end  of  1990,   suggested
that the time had come once  again
for  the  major  sectors  in  our  com-
munity  to  find  common  ground.  I
defined these sectors as welfare, edu-
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cation and support for Israel. All of
these are dependent upon the same
community, a community that needs
to be strong and cohesive. It is in this
area   that   our   synagogal   organis-
ations  have  a  key role  to  play.

By  providing  a  focus  for  Jewish
activity,   both   spiritual   and  social,
our synagogues are presented with a
major  challenge.  Ultimately,  I  be-
lieve  it is those synagogues that  are
able to respond to this challenge and
enable all of their members to feel a
part  of  that  community,   that  will
determine  which  thrive  and  which
will not survive. In many instances it
is  the  Reform  Movement  and  to  a
lesser  extent  the  ULPS  that  have
looked  closely  at  this  responsibility
and   whose   synagogues   have   per-
formed  an  all-embracing role.  This
example,   I  believe,   is  now   being
followed by the United Synagogue,
especially in analysing a non-threat-
ening    Jewish     education     system
which    is   outward-looking   rather
than      simply      concentrating     on
Sfoz.ztr!.in   (classical    study   sessions)
for those already committed.

Everyone,  from  whatever  syna-
gogue background, will have a con-
siderable concern for the well-being
of our  community,  its  activities,  its
institutions, its future.  It is certainly
in   all  our  interests  to  re-examine
how we can best mobilise ourselves
not  only  to  raise  money  more  effi-
ciently but to offer opportunities for
all  Jews  in  this  country  to  become
involved within the community.

The    pattern    of   a    community
chest,   found   in   American-Jewish
communities,  with  united  funds  or
Jewish      federations      has      emu-
lated the theme of social justice and
assisted    the     Jews    of    America
to  raise  many hundreds  of millions
of  dollars  for  this  service  and  the
betterment of their community.

However,   federated  fundraising
in the  United States,  Australia and
South  Africa  did  not  happen  over-
night.   In  North  America  the  first
federated appeal was established in
the   1880's  in  Boston  and  concen-
trated  purely  on  domestic  require-
ments.  The picture that emerged in
the other cities in the United States
followed  the  same  pattern.  It  was
only   when   the   domestic   charities
had   `got   their   act   together'   and
were able to harness the leadership
and resources to meet their priority
requirements     that      a     common
ground  could be  agreed  with  those
concerned   with   raising   funds   for
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Israel.
The  steps  taken  in  the  overseas

communities  were  gradual  and  in-
cremental.       The      two       divisions
concerned   with   the   communities'
well-being,  the  community  welfare
funds for each major city paralleled
those raised for Israel by the United
Israel    Appeal.    These    eventually
came together in a number of major
cities  to  create  the  United  Jewish
Appeal     concerned     with     raising
funds  for  Israel,  for  education,  for
welfare  projects,  for  defence  and
for students'  needs.

The common factor which affects
all  sectors  of  the  community  is  of
course  its   age   make-up.   There  is
sufficient information from  existing
demographic    statistics    illustrating
how  our  community  is  contracting
at  the  younger  age  groups,   while
the   numbers   of  very   elderly   are
predicted to  increase  by the end of
this  century.  The  consequences  of
this  shrinking  support-base  places
our  future  in  jeopardy  and  it  be-
hoves  us  to  take  constructive  steps
now  rather  than  just  allow  demo-
graphic   and   economic   events   to
overtake  us.

To  understand  the  scope  of  the
problem,   it  is  interesting  to   note
that the Central Council for Jewish
Social   Services  in   its  new  revised
directory contains 98 welfare organ-
isations  based  in  London  and  the
South  East  and  a  further 26  in  the
provinces.   While  each   and  every-
one   of  these   organisations   has   a
clear   remit,   the   vast   majority   is
dependent upon the same shrinking
community for its financial  support
and  in   many  ways   is   serving   the
same   community.   There   are   also
probably  an  equal  number  of  un-
registered charities operating in the
ultra-Orthodox   community   which
are not included in the directory.

Our community is dependent up-
on   three   essential   ingredients   in
order  to  survive  and  thrive.  They
can  best  be  described  by  one  word
`resources',  sub-divided  into  funds,

leadership  and civil  servants.
A  shrinking  support  base  puts  a

great  deal  of  stress  on  the  funders
and  charitable  trusts  who  are  con-
tinually  urged  to  give  at  the  most
responsible   level.   It   causes   prob-
lens   when   trying   to   recruit   and
retain    proper    committed    young
leaders  and  can  often  lead  to  `the
resident  precedent'  syndrome  which
discourages talent. These same com-
mitted young Jewish graduates  and

other qualified individuals will con-
sequently   seek  careers  outside   of
the Jewish community.

The creation of Jewish Care, rep-
resenting  the  merger  of the  Jewish
Blind  Society  and  Jewish  Welfare
Board  was  a  step  on  the  road  to
rationalising   our   resources.    Real
and substantial savings have already
been made as a result of integrating
these   two   bodies   and   they   have
been ploughed back into expanding
the services for the community.

I  am not suggesting that mergers
are  the  only  answer  for  each  and
every organisation but I do suggest
that the experience of collaboration
and   integration   has   certainly   en-
abled  the  community  to  get  better
value for its money.

I  am  not  advocating  a  challenge
to  the  Joint  Israel  Appeal  and  do
not  wish   anyone   to   interpret   my
views in this light. The leadership of
the JIA has on numerous occasions
expressed its support for any efforts
to  strengthen  the  domestic  sector
and I think it is valid for the JIA to
say  that  the  time  has  come  for  the
domestic sector to  improve  its  own
performance.

From   the   various   surveys   and
research that have been carried out,
we know that there is still a relative-
ly  small  percentage  of people  who
actually give  their  time  and  money
to Israel,  to Jewish  education  or to
Jewish    welfare    organisations,    so
there is  still  a considerable  amount
of untapped resources that needs to
be enthused. The only way that we,
as   organisations   working   for   the
community,  will be  able to  achieve
this  .is  by  doing  it  in   a  concerted
way.  As  long as we try to maintain
hundreds  of individual  institutions,
each  competing  with  one  another,
all   we   will   succeed   in   doing   is
scratching    at    the    surface    when
attempting  to  provide  the  essential
services we  require.

We  must  continue  to  encourage
not    only    dialogue    between    all
organisations,  with  the  synagogues
supporting and encouraging this but
plan  a  systematic  way  of  collecting
funds  and distributing them so  that
our    community    can    have    some
sense  of security  and  belonging for
the next centuryl

The  Rt.  Hon.  Lord  Young  of  Graftham,  a
Cabinet    Minister    from    1984    to    1989,    is
Executive  Chairman  of  Cable  and  Wireless
plc.  A  London~born solicitor,  he _is_Pre_sid~ent.
of Jewish Care and Chairman of the  Pxford
Centre for  Postgraduate  Hebrew  Studies.
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B0DWD  S00EL AuD GOD

HWARD   COOPER,   IN
'4IVIVA  No.  32,  wrote on

wish Belief and the Health
of the  I.Swish  Soul.  I found Tnysct±
responding  to  his  observations  on
theology,   spirituality   and   psycho-
therapy with warmth and  apprecia-
tive    agreement.    But,    from    my
woman's    perspective,    something
was  missing.

Howard  and I,  over the last four
years,  have co-led  eight workshops
in   which   we   have   explored   how
participants  experience  their  soul,
their  Jewish  spirituality,   their  re-
lationship   to   established   religion.
To  this work we  bring the  insights
and  techniques  of  individual   and
group   therapy,   Biblical   exegesis,
mysticism   and   our   own   personal
experience.  The  leaning  in  each
event  is  shaped  by  the  collective
experience of the group, their ques-
tions,  doubts,  intuitions,  discover-
ies,  their relationships in the world
outside and with one another in the
workshop itself.
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Alix Pirani

Theological   theory   as   such   has
not   been   included   but   there   has
been  a  continuing  process  of relat-
ing  `beliefs'  and  religious  tenets  to
our  felt  sense  of  the   divine.   The
nature   and   quality   of   belief ,   of
faith,  has  been  an  implicit concern.
But   we   have   refrained   from   too
premature an articulation of beliefs
and   have   stayed   in   the   essential
`not-knowing' to which Howard re-

fers in his  article,  the  ambivalence,
the   tension,   which   at   times   have
been  disturbing  and  chaotic,  as  all
uncertainty   is   bound   to   be.   The
workshops  have  contained  this  un-
certainty  and  with  the  frequent  re-
turn of many participants, a spiritual
community   has   developed   and   is
maturing in its own way.

I want to take this opportunity, in
writing  a  piece  to  complement  his,
to  articulate  some  of  the  beliefs  -

and paradoxes -that have gradually
emerged   for   me   out   of  the   not-
knowing.    This    not-knowing    has
been in the space between Howard
and   .myself,    between    his    more
analytical,  therapeutic practice  and
my    body-mind-spirit     therapeutic
practice, between his mid-life man's
perspective      and      my      later-life
woman's  perspective,   between  his
images  of  God  and  my  images  of
Goddess.

How is my woman's view of these
matters  different?  I  agree  with  vir-
tually   all   that   he   writes   and   so
beautifully  formulates  in  his  essay.
What   is   missing   for   me   is   any
acknowledgement   of  the   life   and
wisdom of the body and its activity
in practice. The health of the Jewish
soul   is   interdependent   with    the
health of the Jewish  body in which
it  resides  -  something   the   rabbis
clearly  recognised.   And  it  is  both
the  individual  body  and  the  com-
munal  body  politic  and  its  actions

Conti.nued on next page
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we   need   to   attend   to,   lest   they
become soulless.

Women  cannot  escape  bodylife.
They  are  made  constantly  mindful
of the  needs  and  concerns  of their
bodies, their children's bodies, their
menfolk's bodies.  By nature and by
our  society's  nurture  they  are  con-
cerned with the family body and the
day-to-day practical  caring function
of  any   community.   They   have   a
heightened  interest  in,  and  aware-
ness of,  the continuity of the tribe,
family  or  race  and  a  greater  open-
ness to psychic, intuitive and vision-
ary   experience   and   dreaming.   A
woman's close connection with life-
and-death and seasonal cycles is her
spiritual being.  She cannot split sex
from love as easily as men can.  She
knows  sexuality  and spirituality  are
vitally connected.

Our civilisation's gravest  difficul-
ties   arise   from   the   centuries-old
split  between  mind  and  body,  the
denigration  by religion  of the body
and  the  supremacy  of  mental  left-
brain  functioning of which  `rational
theology'  is  a  part.  This  subordin-
ation  of  the  body  went  alongside
the   suppression   of   womanpower.
Woman  is  experienced  as  a  threat
because  everybody  depends  on  her
for  life.  Her  emotional  subtlety,  if
abused,   can   become   dangerously
manipulative.  To  silence  her  com-
pletely is  to  court disaster.

While  theological  debate  is  pre-
dominantly    conducted    by    men,
psychotherapy is predominantly en-
tered into and conducted, by women.
Women,  in  our  insane  society,  be-
come  the  `referred  patients'.  They
register  the  social,  global  sickness,
the craziness  and depre.ssion  that is
being   concealed   or   denied.   So   I
don't  believe  male  theologians  can
fully  legislate  for  women,  just  as  I
don't  believe  a  male  therapist  can
fully   understand   the   mystery   of
being  in   a   woman's   body,   nor   a
female   therapist   fully   understand
the   mystery   of  being   in   a   man's
body.

Howard   sees   that   the   central
dilemma for Jewish  theology is  the
reality of the  human  experience  of
suffering  and  evil,  which  seems  to
contradict  its  teachings.  Surely  this
is   uniquely   Jewish,   in   that   Jews
were led to believe they were spec-
ially  favoured,   chosen.   The  cove-
nant  between  God  and  Abraham,
the unique role given to Moses, the
many Bible  stories  of the  favourite
son,  carried  a  patrilineal  promise]

that life would be tragedy-free with
this  ideal  God  -  free  of  the  pain
associated with mother and Mother
Earth  -  provided  He  was  obeyed.
This  is  a  male  omnipotence  myth.
Woman's  awareness  of  pain  is  in-
evitable,   immediate.    She   has   to
accept it as reality and, unless she is
unduly infected by the story of Eve,
doesn't  have  to  feel  guilty  respons-
ibility  for  it,  nor  for  justifying  its
existence.  Pain  is  pain,  not  punish-
ment.

When  a  woman  experiences  the
agony   of   a   body-shattering,   life-
threatening  childbirth,  she  doesn't
need  a  theological  debate  to  help
her come to terms with it.  Hers is a
firsthand   experience   of  existential
and   moral   crisis.   The   horror   of
time-bound,  carnate  existence,  the
creative  imperative  into  which  des-
truction   is   inbuilt   and   the   moral
challenge  to  love  and  respect  the
growth of a child who can rob her of
her own life. `Theology', as Howard
says,   `has   always   been   concerned
with  what  we  are  supposed  to  be-
1ieve.   Yet  spirituality  emerges  out
of what we experience personally'.2
And this childbirth experience is, of
course, exactly what our civilisation
is suffering from at present, existen-
tial  crisis,  fear  of  extinction,  hope
that  something will  be  born  out  of
the   violent   pain.    The   dwindling
Jewish   community  is  in  the   same
dire  situation  and  is  loth  to  recog-
nise  that  if  there  is  to  be  renewal
and  rebirth,  then  destruction,  loss
and anguish  are inevitable.

A Jewish doctor once observed to
me  `God  didn't  make  a  very  good
job  of  the  human  body'.   Indeed,
many doctors are doing the work of
f!.kkw#,     repairing     the     imperfect
world.  Eve was made the scapegoat
so  that   God   shouldn't   be   unduly
blamed   for  this   fault   in   creation.
And  it  is  the  vulnerability  of  the
body,  its  needs,  its  fear  of  death,
sensitivity  to  pain,  that  make  evil
possible.

Yet the God we have visualised is
in   many  ways   divorced   from   the
body.  If we consider the projected,
personal   image   of  God,   then   for
Jews   it   is   surely   of   a   watching,
thinking,   speaking,   listening   head
above  a  formless  or  invisible  body.
Occasionally  there  is  direct  or  in-
direct  reference  to  the  upper  parts
of the  body,  such  as  arm  and  hand
but  below  the  waist  God  seemingly
doesn't exist.  How can we evolve  a
wholeness  of  spirituality  through  a

God-image which denies our whole-
ness,   blots   out   half  of  our   exist-
ence?  Yet in the Zofrczr3 there is an
abundance of description of God as
a   whole   body   and   of  His   sexual
activity,   and   of   His   consort,   the
Goddess.  Their  potency  is  shared,
inter-related, matched. This is not a
God  who  can  do  it  all  on  his  own,
theologically, from the head. Mysti-
cism  is  unafraid  to  expand  its  im-
ages   of  God   in   anthropomorphic
terms,  because  it  knows  this  is  but
one   level   of   the   many   levels   of
apprehension of the divine and vital-
ly enhances that  apprehension.

Howard  speaks  of  the  currently
growing `desire expressed for a pot-
ent   Goddess  with  whom  one  can
either  identify,  or  in  whose  immi-
nent   -  sz.c,   surely   this   should   be
immanent? -presence one can sur-
render oneself' and describes this as
an  aspect  of  our  deep,  largely  in-
fantile   need   to   be   protected   and
accepted.  He  fails  to  mention  here
what he pays tribute to at the end of
his  article - our  adult  human  need
and   capacity   to   be   creative   and
actively loving and seems to suggest
that  the  Goddess  induces  passivity
and  dependence,  solely  a  mother.
No, she is also  a lover -a far more
complex   and   significant   challenge
to  our imagination.

We  need  a  divine  imagery  that
can  reflect  and  model  sexual  relat-
ing,    with   all    its    creative   riches,
subtleties,   corruptibility   and   pass-
ion.  Anything else is of little  use to
our  perplexed  spiritual  evolution -
as   useless   as   it   clearly   is   to   our
adolescents  today.  Belief itself is  a
matter  of  passion,  trust,  betrayal,
commitment.  The So#g o/ So#gr is
the nearest we have to this imagery
and   is   a  vital   component   of  our
Bible.   It   hits   `below   the   belt'   to
reach   the   heart   and   keeps   many
people   in  touch  with  religion.   Its
true   eroticism   contrasts   dramatic-
ally  with  the  prevailing  attitudes  to
sex  in  our  society  and  to  violence;
attitudes  which  evasive,  puritanical
religions    have    indirectly    encour-
aged   by   that   mind/body   split   of
which I have spoken. Our persistent
abuse and brutalizing of our bodies
leads   easily,   insensitively,   to   sad-
ism,  torture,  mass  murder  and  the
ruin  of  the  planet  earth  for  whose
living,  breathing  body  we  are  res-
ponsible. . . and much of the destruc-
tion    is    rationalised    by    unfeeling
mental  processes.

Continued on page 30
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Continued from page 28
It is for this reason that I continue

to   urge   that   serious   attention   be
given  to  the  tradition  of  the  God-
dess,  whose  complex  imagery  con-
tains both `1ight' and `dark' energies
-  the  Shekhinah  a.nd  Chokhmah..
divine love and wisdom; and Lilith:
passion  and  hatred  -  she  who,  at
times,  takes  carnate  human  form.
The    Goddess    as    Adczmczfe,    our
Mother Earth, demands of us humil-
ity and stewardship.4 She presents a
radical and invigorating challenge to
the  patriarchal  mythology  of  good
and   evil.   Her   presence   alongside
the existing God gives us the oppor-
tunity  to  explore  and  cultivate  the
psychic    and    personal    masculine/
feminine relationship which ensures
continuous  spiritual creation.  God,
in  the   beginning,   is   said  to   have
mated with Cfeokfemclfe to create the
world. He must turn to Her again to
re-create  it.

It takes only a small step to begin
the  process.   Recently,   after  some
years   of  allowing  Her  images   to
form,  I  have  invited  Her  into  my
prayers  to  Him,  to  see  what  effect
that  would   have,   since   I   find   so
much   of  the   liturgy   alienating   -
degrading of God  and myself .  So  I
address Lord and Lady and pray to
Our Father and Mother,  Our King
and  Queen.   I  think  of  E/ofez.77!   as
He-and-She  and  Ado"  (`lordship')
and yod-HcVczv-Hc (the mysterious
Tetragrammaton) as their one-ness,

:£:£re[n°evrfg;.5un[[,::afnodu::t£¥£a:r€ferI
simply disregard the clumsiness and
over-protesting   insistence   of   past
interpreters and present translators
and  allow  myself  to  `float'  in  the
prayer medium, then I am freed to
meet  with  this  divine  twosome.  In
that meeting I have felt immediate-
1y  liberated,  expanded,  reconciled
in  my  own  spirituality  and  for  the
first time  in  my life  able  to  experi-
ence  K¢wcz#czfe,  devotion,  that  act-
ive  love  towards  the  divine  being
which   is    from    my   being.    It   is
answered by Their loving union and
that  enables  me  to  feel  whole  and
whole-hearted.    I've   reached   this
point   after   many   years   of  body-
mind-spirit    therapy    and    through
Kczbba/czfe, working with the Tree of
Life. It has been a long and difficult
journey.    Keeping   faith    demands
much of us.

Here I must take Howard to task
for,  to  me,  an  inappropriate use of
the image of the Tree of Life, which
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he says is perhaps in need of radical
pruning   lest   it  must   be   uprooted
altogether.  Surely he is referring to
the  Tree  of  Knowledge  of  Good
and   Evil.    This   is   the   one   that
theology  `makes  a  meal   of'.   You
prune  it  to  produce  more  apples.
The Kabbalistic Tree  of Life - Efz
Cfecz[.in  -  is  a  symbol  of  a  wisdom
infinitely   more   flexible   than   the
narrow  `theological  thinking'  How-
ard criticises.  It offers precisely that
`personal,      spiritually-and-psycho-

logically-based  theology  which  can
adequately  acknowledge  this  myst-
Cry of the nature of God' for which
he calls.  It has  an inherent capacity
to re-cycle its own deadwood and it
is  rooted  deeply  in  a  tradition  of
mystic wisdom, of wonderful intelli-
gence, of science and art, of diligent
and devoted practice, that shows up
the  narrowness  and  immaturity  of
much  theological  theorising.

Indeed,  Kczbb¢/czfe  can  be  seen  as
the  bridge   between  theology   and
psychotherapy.  Much psychotherapy
has been influenced by mysticism in
its  understanding  of  the   soul.6  |t
offers  a practical working model of
the relationship between divine and
human  being  and  doing  and  it  can
`bridge the gap between what Juda-

ism   teaches   about   life's   meaning
and how life is actually experienced
day-by-day,.

In the end, it isn't what we believe
but what we do on the basis of any
belief that  matters  to  us  -  a  tenet
which is one of Judaism's strengths.
All theology should help us with the
day-to-day    management    of    our
lives, the activities of our bodies.  In
our present environment, which has
become so polluted, morally, spirit-
ually  and  physically,   it  is  vital  to
preserve    bodily    health    for    the
health of our souls. Bill Heilbronn's
description   in   the   same   issue   of
A4cz##a, of the role of breathing and
meditative posture in prayer, has at
its  heart  the  truth  that  the  body  is
the  vessel  of  the  spirit.  I  attended
the  session  he  writes  about,  at  the
ULPS conference. I have also taken
part    in    prayer    sessions    of    the
American-based    Jewish    Renewal
Movement  which  incorporated  the
body  in  imaginative  ways,  so  that
one's whole self was vitally engaged
in  the  praying.  And  in  our  work-
shops we use movement, dance and
psychodrama to deepen our experi-
ence .

Action, forward movement is vit-
al.     Armchair    theology     remains

stuck  in  obsessive  sedentary  think-
ing  about  the  past  Holocaust  and
avoids  looking  ahead.  The  unmen-
tioned   feature   of   our   day-to-day
reality, the ever-present question, is
about  the  ultimate  evil,  the  holo-
caust which may yet destroy every-
thing we know.  How do we act, be,
live  under  the  threat  of  that?  The
fear and despair caused by this crisis
can  be found  under  all the  distress
brought   to   psychotherapists   over
the last decades and are now becom-
ing acute.  The truth  about nuclear,
economic  and  ecological  disaster is
inescapable.  It  is  too  late  to  blaine
God for it.

The   meaning   of  the   Holocaust
becomes startlingly clear for us now
if  we  see  that  it  was  a  warning,  a
challenge,  a  test  for  humankind  to
understand   its   own   destructivity.
We Jews were chosen for the test -
we have perforce to use everything
we know about spiritual and physic-
al  survival,  every  kind  of  creative
wisdom  we  can  muster,  to  prevent
the  total  destruction  of  the  world
which  we  were  led  to  believe  was
the  Creation of a benign  love.  The
task of salvation and re-creation, in
the   face   of   cynicism,   disillusion,
discouragement,   despair,   depends
on our finding that benign loving in
ourselves,  for  all  creatures  and  for
the natural world with which we are
blessed.

The world is not a `vale of tears',
insisted  Keats.   "Call   the  world  if
you    please    `The    vale    of    Soul-
making'...   Do   you   not   see   how
necessary   a   World   of   Pain   and
troubles is to school  an Intelligence
and  make  it  a  Soul?"7  The  analyst
James     Hillman     sees     this     soul-.
making as the essential human com-
mitment and makes a statement8 to
which  I  find  myself returning whe-
never  I  wonder what  work  it  is  we
are doing: "The soul's eternal want-
ing is psychotherapy's eternal ques-
tion"I NOTES

1.  For  an  exploration  of  how  the  cov-
enant effectively excludes women, see
Standing  Again  at  Sinai  by   Judith
Plaskow     (Harper    San    Francisco
1990) .

2..  "Inner    Anatomy    of   a    Birthi'    by
Leonie  Caldecott  is  a  most  striking
and  moving  account  of  the  spiritual
experience of childbirth, published in
Sex  and God  (ed.  Linda  Hurcombe,
RKP  1987).

3.  Quoted   extensively   in  The   Hebrew
Goddess   by   Raphael   Patai   (Wayne
State  University  Press  1990).

Continued on page 32
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Continued from page 30
4.  These aspects  of the Jewish Goddess

are  explored  in  The  Absent  Mother
(ed.     Alix    Pirani,     Harper/Collins
Mandala 1991 ) .

S .  cf .  the subtl.e ambiguities of singular/
plural, male/female in Genesis Chap.
1:26-7  and 5:1-2.

6.  See   The   Way   Of   Splendor:   Jewish
Mysticism and Modern Psychology by
Edward Hoffman (Shambhala 1981 ) .

7 .   Letter  No.  123,1819,  in The  Letters
Of John Keats  (Oxford U.P.)

8.  In Healing Fiction (Station Hill Press
1983). -,-

The    next    residential    workshop:
`The Search for Wisdom', to be run

by Howard Cooper and Alix Pirani,
takes place 6th-8th March 1992. For
details,  'phone 081-349  3891.

A:hiix Pinawi is on the training staff of the  Bath
Centre  for  Psychotherapy  and  Counselling.
She   is   the   author  of  The   ALbseut  Father..
Crisis   and   Crealtivrty   (Penguin   1989)   and
editor  of  the  recently  published Tt\e  A:bseat
Mother:  Restoring  the  Goddess  to  Judaism
and ChristiaLhity  (Harper  Collins  1991).

OSTRACISED

Sil-,

I,Eo:a?:?anGoo#Ztt:n¥b?c:c:Z:„J:¥
33) with interest.  I have long experi
ence   of   seeing   people   with   very
serious   illnesses   and   often   when
they  are  at  the  end  of  their  lives.
Unfortunately  I  have  never  heard
of or seen a rabbi confront patients
who  are in  despair.  In  my opinion,
patients very frequently die not for
physiological reasons but from des-
pair.  This  is  particularly  so  of  the
younger patient.  The despair arises
when  the  `victim'  who  may  have,
for   example,   cancer   or   multiple
sclerosis looks around him at other
people  and  detects  that  they  have
no  hope  for  him.  I  mean  by  that,
that they do  not  think there is  any
point or any worth in talking to the
victim  of the  illness,  thereby  treat-
ing him/her  as if they were  already
dead.

This is the cruellest blow that one
can   ever   administer   to   a   human
being.   I  have  described  this  situ-
ation  many  times  and  in  my  first
paper to the Tavistock clinic I com-
pared  what  I  term  despair  with  a
description  by  the  famous  physio-
logist  Graham  Cannon  in  which  he

described    how   in    Australia   the
Aborigines would surround an indi-
vidual who had been `boned' by the
witch  doctor.  He  had  gone  out  to
Australia  to  conduct  post-mortems
on those who  died  after they were
`boned'   to   see   if   there   was   any

physiological  reason  why  they  had
died.    The   post-mortem   did   not
show any reasons for death.  But he
noted  that  when  an  individual  was
boned by the witch doctor, this was
always taken to mean that the indi-
vidual would inevitably die.  A vict-
im thus boned would sit alone with
a  greasy  skin,  very  depressed,  not
eating  or  drinking  and  waiting  for
death.  Meanwhile  the  other  mem-
bers  of  the  tribe  would  circle  him
and in front of him perform a ritual
act of burial. Professor Cannon said
in  the  original  paper  there  can  be
`nothing worse for the human being

than  to  be  so  treated  by  his  fellow
men,.

I  believe  that  the  situation  Can-
non  described  arises over and  over
again  in  our society when sufferers
from serious illnesses are deemed to
be  `hopeless  cases'   and  when  the
medical  and  nursing  fraternity  and
the laity feel there is `nothing more
to   be   done'.   In   addition,   cancer
sufferers  frequently  find  that  they
are     ostracised     by     neighbours,
friends and sometimes by relatives.

The fact that they, the onlookers,
feel there is no  hope for the victim
is indicated often without words by
their gaze  and by their demeanour
and their unwillingness to stay with
the sufferer because they feel there
is nothing of value they can give and
even   if   they   thought   there   was
something  they  might  give  to  the
victim, they feel it is not worthwhile
because the ill person is  at the end
of life.

I would  ask your readers to con-
sider  what  z.s  more  important  than
living with  the  living  at  the  end  of
their lives? Should they be left alone
as   they   are   all   the   time,   almost
invariably?  Are  the  ceremonials  -
the   funerals    and   the    weddings,
more  important?   I  would  suggest
that  consideration  should  be  given
towards   composing   a   booklet   of
prayers  and  thoughts  for  the  `well'
who find it so difficult to love those
who have nothing more in the mat-
erial sense to give to the world and
very  little  of  themselves  left  other
than their humanity.
Dr.  Lawrence Goldie
London SW19

Sir,

I
EXCLUDED?

WAS INTERESTED TO READ
Rabbi   Charles   Middleburgh's
article on the projected feminist

liturgy   (A4cz##cz   33),   though   I   am
bound to admit that I disagree with
a great deal of what he has to say.

Can it really be  claimed that our
familiar  forms   of  prayer   `exclude
half of the worshipping public?' My
own  extensive  experience  suggests
that  it  is  only  a  relatively  small,  if
vociferous,  group  of  enthusiastists
who  approve  the  `gender-inclusive'
liturgy and that the vast majority of
female  worshippers  do  not  feel  so
excluded and, rather, react strongly
against the proposed changes.

The   reason   for   this   opposition
does not appear to  lie in any  `insec-
urity  and inadequacy'  as  the  author
believes.   I   would   rather   see   the
reason   for   that   opposition   in   a
trustworthy   instinct   which   warns
that   so   major   a   departure   from
Jewish   tradition   could   hold   great
danger.    If   777z.#feczg   (custom)    ass-
umes the force of law, how far can
one remove oneself from the main-
stream and yet claim it to be a valid
expression of Judaism? Are we not
unnecessarily  exacerbating  the  dif-
ferences  by  slavishly  following  the
whims of a fashion?

If Rabbi  Middleburgh  calls upon
Kczbbcz/czfo   as   witness   for   the   de-
fence, I prefer to rely upon Solomon
Schechter who insisted that `Kczbbcz-
/¢fa contributed little of any value to
Judaism' .

There  is  another  point  I  should
like to make.  If we speak of God in
`gender'   terms,   it   is   because   we

must  perforce  speak  `in  the  lang-
uage  of man'.  Bearing in  mind the
axiom  that  `one  cannot  change  the
literary  form  without  at  the  same
time   changing   the   content',   any
experiment with the Name is at the
same  time  an  experiment  with  our
perception of the character of Div-
inity.  A  large  part  of  our  duty  as
Jews, Progressive or otherwise, is to
guard that perception jealously.

If  indeed  `the  word  is  father  to
the thought',  I would strongly urge
that we retain the `word' - preserve
the `thought' and remain faithful to
our  heritage.  This  present  spiritual
threat   could   prove  to  be  equally
great   a   peril   as   was   the   recent
physical onel
Nathan Preston
Northwood,  Middx.
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William Wolff

T;Eestt::noe#!F2:t:Iy:t¥e:t:ae:
Shamir  will  be  nominated  for  the
Nobel Peace Prize.

That  vision  is  not  ludicrous  -
after  all,  the  unlikely  Menacham
Begin actually won it in 1978.

And  however  Shamir  kicks  and
wriggles,  the  peace  talks  in  which
he is now such a reluctant partner,
will end in agreement.

On    that,    George    Bush,    the
American    President    and   James
Baker,  his  Secretary  of  State,  are
absolutely resolved.

The Gulf war left them masters of
the Middle East. They will use that
power  this  year  to   sweet-talk  or
brow-beat  both  Arabs  and  Israelis
into a settlement.

The only alternative for Shamir is
to  have  the  billions  of  American
dollars  on  which  the  bulk  of  his
population  now  depend  for  their
work and their food, cut off.

Mr Shamir cannot end that total
dependence by finding even a frac-
tion of those sums elsewhere.

So  he  will  make  peace  on  the
Bush-Baker terms. Or hand over to
someone who will.

*
WE:Tihayb|:fo:o,b:e;t3c:oT:::ne:
will not die.

Jews do it in a bid to bolster their
pride. Jew-baiters do it to fan their
hatred.

The total number of Jews in the
City, in the law, in the rag trade, -
in  Hollywood...   These  temporary
phenomena,  here  in  the  tiventies,
changed  in  the  fifties  or  seventies
and  gone  by  the  nineties  are  in-
vested with spurious significance.

And  nowhere  more  so  than  in
politics.  To  say that there were  so
many Jews in the Wilson or Thatch-
er  cabinets  means  a  mountain  of,
nothing.

They were not there because they

were  Jews.  They  got  there  for  a
variety of reasons -luck or bad luck
being  among  the  foremost  -  that
had  no  relevance  to  their  Jewish
parentage.

Henry Kissinger dealt with Golda
Meir not  as  an  ex-Barmitzvah boy
to   Matriarch   but   as   the   razor-
brained representative of American
interests.

The Middle East politics of neith-
er   Harold   Wilson   nor   Margaret
Thatcher   were   shaped   by   their
fleeting   Jewish   friendships,   even
though  Wilson  sent  Gerald  Kauf-
man,   now   shadow  foreign   secre-
tary,  then  not  yet  an  MP,  under
cover  of a  `holiday'  in  Israel,  with
personal messages  to  Levi Eshkol,
the Israel prelhier of the day.

Oil, 'Europe and the alliance with
Washington  dictate  Britain's  fore-
ign policy, whatever the fancies and
friendships of the premier in Down-
ing Street.

*
IWAS    SITTING   IN   THE

small study of Professor Jakob
Petuchowski's  Cincinnati house

one August morning two and a half
years  ago  when  he pointed  to  the
couch.

`That's  where  Immanuel  slept',
he said, `when he was here last'.

Meaning that Lord Jakobovits, as
Orthodox Chief Rabbi,  had stayed
with him,  a Reform rabbi and pro-
fessor at the non-Orthodox Hebrew
Union  College.  They had  a family
connection  and Petuchowski called
Jakobovits' father `Uncle Julius'.

Petuchowski,   one   of   the   out-
standing scholars of the second part
of  this  century,  was  a  builder  of
bridges both inside and outside the
Jewish community.

How  sad  that  among  the  public
tributes after his recent death, none
came from Lord Jakobovits.'*

year or two late, is that I look at my
seniors and college contemporaries
and instantly convince myself that it
is not they who look younger but I
who have gone grey prematurely.

But they can boast not only more
shiny hair but also greater achieve-
ments.

Let me pay tribute to just one. In

just   over   five   years,   Rabbi   Dr
Jeremy Collick has more than quad-
rupled    the    membership    of   his
Brighton  synagogue,  from  400  to
1700.  He has estabilshed himself as
ffzc Brighton rabbi. And in his odd
hour away from services  and sfez.z4r-
I.in,  functions  and funerals,  he  also
got himself a PhD.

Please God by me and all of us.
And   not   merely  for  the   greater
glory  of  ourselves  and  our  Prog-
ressive Movement.

One of the new Orthodox rabbis
in Brighton is seeking to stop  a six
o'clock  Friday  evening  service  be-
cause  the  70  and  80  year-olds  get
there by car. The new young Ortho-
dox rabbi in  Reading is  seeking to
make the rebuilding of the disused
local mz.kt/cfe (ritual bath) his prior-
ity.  The  Lubavitch  rabbis  fanning
out  all  over the  provinces  will  not
shake  hands  with  women  or  eat
with their congregants. All this and
much   more   makes   overwhelming
the need for more Progressive rab-
bis  to  serve  and  save  Anglo-Jewry
for Judaism.

•)+

EhT!Ae;pF:T:fn#e:,!sT¥::I:
denied that Karl Marx was the last
of the  Hebrew Bible  prophets  be-
cause,  I said,  Micah had got there
first.

Before I wrote I checked with the
Book.  It  confirmed  my  suspicions
about Marx, because Malachi closed
the roll.  Then a tricksy brain came
between  Book  and  typewriter  and
Malac;hi became Micah.

Cfe¢ftzfz., I have sinned once more
and I apologise.

Rabbi  William  Wolff  is  A4z.#isfer  o/ A4j.Jfo#
Keynes  Synagogue.  He  previously  -se:rved  in
N~ewcastl_e. and _as  _as:istapt  to  Rabbi  Hugo
Gryn at Upper Berkeley Street. He was a Fl-eet
Street journalist before he became a rabbi.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish cultural  and intellectual  events of a  high  level within easy reach  Of a  large
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, dramal, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in  Europe. These facilities include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria, extensive grounds and tennis courts,  Membership also  brings advance information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  Mama.
Membership  can  be on either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£18.50
£29.50
£15.00
£21.00

Existing subscribers to Mama may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

15th January -20th February 1992
DAVID  MACCOBY

"From portraiture to action art: paintings and works on paper 1948-1975

Sunday 26th January 1992 -8.00pm
"THE GOLEM  OF  PRINCELET STF]EET"

a new film by Director Brett Turnbull who will give a talk after the screening

Sunday 23rd February 1992 -8.00pm
"WHO IS ART FOFl?"

a panel discussion with an Art Critic, a Dealer, a Collector, an Artist and a Curator

Sunday 22nd March 1992 -8.00pm
``GIFILS WILL BE GIF]LS"

a return visit by `The BOBo Girls' who will bring th?ir popular Fladio 4 programme to the Manor House

Sunday 29th March 1992 -2.30pm
THE SIXTH ANNUAL CHESS SIMUL

with Jonathan Speelman

Sunday 5th April 1992 -8.00pm
"F]OOTS,,

a chance to explore your family roots and background with David Jacobs

AFIT COUF}SES
New ten-week courses from  lst 14th January 1992 -17th  March  1992

Tuesdays i o.00am-12.30pm and Tuesdays 2.00pm4.30pm

LUNCHTIME RECITALS -Thursdays i.15-2.00pm
Spring Series: 23rd January, 6th and 20th  February

5th and  19th  March and 9th April  1992
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